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Mrs. E. R. Blalock Nabs
Hawk With Bare Hands

Mrs. E. R. Blalock, widow of
the late Doctor Blalock of New
Concord, caught a fine specimen
of a chicken hawk with her
bare hands in the back yard of
Tuesday morning.
Ten Indictments Returned her home at
the sharp talons of
A look
by Grand Jury; Adams
the bird of prey makes one
Trial Postponed
greatly admire Mrs. Blalock's
courage.
the
commotion among
VAN WEST FINED $100
A
ON -CUTTING CHARGE chickens drew Mrs. Blalock's
attention and when she went
to investigate she found the
The Grand Jury returned 10 inbrave but terrified mother hen
dictments this week during their
d to do the
investigations of circuit court. of the flock prepare
They are as folldws: W. T. Hawks, invader battle.
Tall weeds -impeded the inwillful murder: Loyd Jones, matended flight of the hawk wh,e
lictous cutting; Harlie Henderson
he saw trouble looming and
and James Henderhan, aiding and
Mrs. Blalock calmy reached
abetting grand larceny; Charlie
down and grasped him by the
Parker, forgery; Ralph Allison
legs.
and A. B. Dunn, storehouse breakThe hawk was _brought to
ing; Ham Hampton and Price
by S. D. Stewart,
Murray
Alvy
;
,
gaming
ng
Lassiter sufferi
known to our ,readers as "Mud
Gallo-ay, breach of the peace;
Splitter" who is now connected
.nerce, assault and battery;
Carl
with the business staff of the
Fred Hargis, breach of the peace:
Mason Memorial Hospital.
Jack Skinner, storehouse breaking.
Van -West- was fined 3100. and
costs on a charge of malicious cutting.
- James Fouch was sentenced to
four years in nag state penitentiary. Fouch was''charged with
heating and stealing nothing from
Everett Rushton, and leaving him
in the cold weather of last winter
to freeze. Ruston lost a hand and
a foot from the consequence. J.
;indicted with Fouch was
D. Adam.
not tried at the present hearing.
The case of Tom Skinner was
moved forward to the ninth day of
court or today.
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"Kentucky's Most Progressive Weekly Newspaper"
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LIME CRUSHER IS
PROVIDING STONE
AT 70( PER TON

City, College Whoop It up For
Game With Western Here Saturday
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E. A. TROVILLION
LEASES NATIONAL
HOTEL OF MURRAY
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New M. E. Pastor

J. MACK JENKINS
COMES TO MURRAYCHURCH AS PASTOR

and with injuries in the
Kentucky's gridiron classic—the and others,
ld, may place a team in
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.
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Methodist Pastors
noon,
Been
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Applied For
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good running mate.
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the
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area
this
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for
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years' rivalry with three wins
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to
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will
state
FROM QUARRY. TUES. each team. One of the biggest
‘trik Rev. J. Mack Jenkins, who
whom they have watched
crowds ever to cram a football boys
A. Troviflion of Paris has
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each
against
served the past four years as
play
has
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high
Western Kentucky is from
New National Hotel
the
over
taken
team
Calloway's lime quarrying and stadintn In
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ng elder of the Union City
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presidi
y.
to see the greatest intra- other Saturda
on a long lease, having purchased
crushing project the only one of its expected
district, comes to the -Murray
members from both Western and
er.
encount
l
footbal
ky
Kentuc
equipment and furnish
kind in Kentucky west of the TenMethodist church as pastor for the
Murray are from Western Ken- the entire
ings from the new realty owner,
Back in 1931, the Hilltoppers tip- tucky counties.
nessee River—is operating daily at
conference year beginning Sunday.
the
E. FAIsampkins, nationally known
Maximum, capacity with approxi- ped Murray 6-0; they turned
The Rev. 0. A. Marri, who has
Monday morning, more than 30 hotel Tiperator. of Lewistop, Maine,
they
mately 1000 tons already quarried trick 7-0 in '32; but in 1933
been here for the past four years
from
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profess
and
s
buidnes
chainand crushed, the Murray Chamber fell befqre Murray's SIAA
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chapel
the
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The downto
of the New Greystone Hotel,
of Commerce, sponsor of the pro- pions who ran up a 20-6 score.
ager
church.
dist
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express
and
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the
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Thoroughbreds again outdistanced i'lour
100-room hostelry, of
ject, announced today.
Approximately half of the pastheir enthusiasm and support Of a modern
of
length
the
to
1934
in
two
n
now operating
Calloway county were
Though the cooperation of the Wester
tors in
and the Thoughbreds Paris. He s
MACK JENKINS
but were outscored in last the college
other hotels and has been actively . REV. J.
CCC camp. the state agriculture 27-14;
changed in the list of appointments
game.
big
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20-8,
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engaged in hotel
i
department, the local Farm Bu- year's
read out at Fulton Sunday night
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present
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By winning the game Saturday,
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hour.
been his guests from time to time
series with Bowling Green, but
the county near New Concord.
to the Hazel circuit; the Rev. E.
several
an undefeated record in ' Mr. Holland introduced
many Murray citizens, whose Prominent East Side Farmer Sur- V. Underhill succeeds Rev. T. H.
are
have
will
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camp
CCC
Murray
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three games won of those present who made brief friendshitS he holds in highest
vived by Large Connection;
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country. Cooperators in the CCC lost stride on successive week-ends, volving a total expenditure of $18,- idea of hotel management—these were corducted by Rev. J. H. Padueah*s largest in this denominamany,
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s
ulation
along the valley in the east side wean congrat
soil program are being furnished losing to Mississippi College 20-10; 140 to date under the rural high- convictions wrought of the labors Thurman. Burial was in the Hicks tion.
of this county interviewing prop- friends for this deserved promo- lime as rapidly as it can be quarit was announced
The Rev. G. C, Fain was re-apMiddle Tennessee's SIAA champs way acts to date,
n.
positio
of his study of the business cover- graveyard._
erty owners and locating the lines tion to this responsible
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ried and crushed.
Univers
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First
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DIES NEAR CHERRY

'

W. Z. Carter Named
U.S. Postal Inspector

PROPERTY BEING
CHECKED BY TVA
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FOR RURAL ROADS

[

County Agent Makes
Year's Service Report

MRS. EFFIE GRANT CALLED SUDDENLY

Grand Jury Scores Pin Ball Games,
Sabbath Desecration in Report
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IS CALLED MONDAY
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-

•

Gene Irvan Named
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Delay In Opening of
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James Beale With
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The Complete Car . . .
Completely New!
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Porter Motor Co.
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No :extra interest payments--no' hvavy maturties of principal—pay just like rent and tlie home
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To be given away Saturday, Dec. 12
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I
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eticceeding smoke Cards to pro- following: '7he provisions of this also pastor four years at St. Luke's
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the more apt one witl be of reIn the drought sections of the corn one of the most successful pastors
ceiving his check early.
e for
belt area where there is a severe in the Memphis conferenc
Appraximately 8140,000.00 will shortage of corn than can be used many years, having served three
Come into the county as payments for planting next season. As e con- districts as Presiding Elder, and
U a result of the A. C. P. program.- 'sequence, the loan on selected seed having been pastor of several of
concorn will be made on corn pro- the largest churches in the
4 I!I,
k.
The County Agent is preparng duced in the states of Missouri, ference.
to leave next week for the' annual Nebraska, Kansas, South Dakota,
He has a wife and two daughExtension Workers Conference held and to parts of Minnesota, Iowa ters; one, Annie Louise, lives with
"---Tirre-Z:ngton. He will leave Sun- and Illinois.” Therefore, Calloway her parents, the other daughter is
day and will return the latter part county will be left out, too,
married and lives in Nashville.
of the week.
Bro. Jenkins is a good preacher, a
splendid organizer, and a man- of
REV. .1. MACK JENKINS NEW
PASTOR AT Si. E. CHURCH fine social qualities.
Corn Loan Not For Us
He will preach Sunday at 11 a.
A number of requests have been
Rev. J. Mack Jenkins comes to m. and 7:30 p. -m.
made for information pertaining to
Methodist church.
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preciated very much.
The seniors of '37 are now wearing beautiful class rings which
they think are the prettiest ever
worn by Lynn Grove graduates.
Visitors last week were, Hilton
Nell Myers and
Hale, Robbie
Hugh Harps.
Basketball News
We meet Hazel ball team here
Saturday night for a double header.
Tuesday aight, Novemblr 24, Calvert City will also come here
for a game.

Almo High School

the side selling the most magazines during the next two weeks
will be entertained with a party
by the losing lide. The captain
of the Gold side is DitUas Miller
and the captain of the Green side
is Tom Turnbow.
Last Saturday, November 74, a
fire destrq,yed a barn of tobacco
which was the projEtt of one af
the members of our club. This tobacco, belonging to Hugh Miller of
Providence. was one of the best
prdjects raised by the Agriculture
boys. The value of the tobacco
was about $150.0kor 8200.00. Having no insurance on the crop it
was quite a loss to Mr. Miller.

In the District Court
Of the United States

Wins Law Degree
BLOOMINGTON. Ind., Nov: 18—
George Overbey of Murray is on
the fall list of recipients of degrees
tyo.m Indiana University accorditgr to'the announcement here this
week of ttre 'university's board of
ttustees.
Mr. Overbey was awarded the
bachelor of laws degree.

Mr. and Mrs. Hallet Stewart are
thie proud parents of a baby boy.
born Firday, November. 13. He has
been named tiarnos }highs
This neighborhood regrets to
give up Mrs. Leila Hopper 'and
are having . a .gale
family wh
today. preparing to leave, but wish
her the best of luck whereever*he
may make her home.
9Will Douglas of Lynn Grove
are visiting Mr. and ?Es. Lee
•
Gingles.
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Black ofis on the sick
Black
Jim
Mrs.
**
Indiana who were called here on
list.
account of the death of Mrs.
4,1r..and Mrs. Sid Curd spent the
Black's mother.„ returned to their
of the week with the form'first
week.
the
of
part
latter
the
home
er's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Hardy
Hubert Myers left for Memphis
Curd of Hazel,--Rose Bpd.
Saturday to seek employment.

Our eighth grade team played 1
Heath here last Friday, it was a
cioze game aed was enjoyed "by
quite a few spectators. Our boys'
scored 9 points to Heath's 6.
Miss Jones nas four new puptts
-Who started to school Friday. They
are: Rex, Billie, Mary. 'and Albert Lee Stone.

Coldwater Junior Hi
School News
By Robert C.,aritos. The monthly exams are over
and we heave a sigh of relief.
An examination is an ordeal
which we all dread, • but to our
surprise the marks are better than
we expected.
This month's honor roll for the
grades is as follows: First grade:
Charles Rob Adams, Robert Ward,
Billie Gray Turner, Martha Sue
Kirkland; second grade: Charlene
Cloys, 'Hurry Richie, Wanda Lou
Pendergrass, Robbie Lee Easley;
third gtade: Rebecca Youngblood,
Annie Nell Richie. Dorothy Mae
Morgan; fourth grade: Edward
Canton, Rebecca
Dorothy Faye Adams; fifth grade:
Mary Nell Morgan, Bettie Jo
zel; sixth grade: Cody Adams,
Junior Bane!, Dorothy Dean Bazzel; seventh grade: Josephine Pendergrass; eighth grade: Inez Armstrong, Robert Lee Bazzel, Suda
Nell Adams, Joe Ed Sledd,

Gunter's Flat

The honor roll far the first six
grades this six weeks are as follows: First grade: Rebecca Roberts,
for the
Rubye Dell Bizzel, and Edna Mitts;
District of Kentucky
Western
Dorothy
second grade: Leon Long,
Bell McKinney, and Freda RobertIn the matter of Robert Wallis
son; third grade: Edward Allen, Li
Bankrupt, in Bankruptcy.
Key,
G. Tubbs, Harold V. Hopkins, Mary
creditors of Robert Wallis
the
To
Wilma Janes, Dorothy Mae Rob- Key of Murray, Kentucky, in the
erts, Lois Suiter, and Virginia Wil- County of .Calloway. aod district
liams; fourth grade: Nell Clen- aforesaid, a bankrupt.
derron, Charlene Lynn, Mary Sue
Notice is hereby given that on
Rose, and Mavis Lee Rowland;
lath day of November, 1936,
the
Jenkins;
V.
Jenna
fifth grade:
Robert. Wallis Key was
said
the
and
Phillips
Elvinsixth grade:
Whether you actually dance or not, you'll get
ed bankrupt; and
adjudicat
duly
.
Everybody's coming to the six- Sally Ann McMillen
meeting of his credita thrill out of visiting thc Bluegrass Rooth in
OM. next basketball game will that the first
teenth annual "Old Time 'Fiddler's"
Offices
Law
the
at
held
15e
wi11
ors
the Brown Hotel! hIcrely sit and listen, if you ;
contest to be given at Lynn Grove be with Concord here.
in Murray, KenThe senior play presented Satur- of Joe Lancaster
One 5-room house, all modern conveniences,
auditorium Thanksgiving night.
30th day of -Novemwish-but don't sena the superb dance Music,
night, November 14, was at-- tucky. on the
This week completed the . sec- day
iFl the
160 foot front, garage in basement, $2,250. On
large crated. ber. 1936, at 10:00 o'clock.
very
a
amusing entertainment. Dinncr-dancing
tended
the
ond. six weeks and the
which time the said
South 12th Street. $500 cash, rest on good terms.
.6f fun was 'furnished by forenoon, at
Plentyj
was
their
percentage of attenda
prove
6:30 to 9:30. Night-club from 10 p.m.to 2.
attend,
from
may
Cha s Johnapn, . the deaf old creditors
ond grade
follows: first and.
One 10-room house, with nice hasement, garthe claims, appointwst-trustee, examine
Stroud
James
ana
chman,
zr cent;
nett's r
_Miss
and transact such
con veniennos.
servant. Also Helen Har- the bankrupt,
on
seco9d and third grades in Mrs. colored
as' may properly
business
other
Because
Bedwell.
Phlenoy
and
LOUISVILLE
A real--buy at $3,.160. $750 cash, balance on good
Dç4d'a room, 98 per cent; fourth gis
meeting.
said
before
come
the
of
Chirspractor
some
of
absence
liartec tarry.
--1936.
d fifth grade in Miss Swarite.s of the
Novemave
of
day
18th
This
terms.
play
Main
the
West
practice
characters from
Dfflee at Home, 641PJ
oom, 83 per cent: fifth and sixth
Wallace,
P.
Malcolm
good—
so
not expected to be
Mondays, Wednesdays, Fridays
grade in Miss Miller's room. 95.5 was
Several nice lots on South 6th street, the street
Referee in.-Bankruptcy
did a lot of work
In Afternoon
cent; seventh and eighth grade. but everyone
per
of
that's building fast.
their parts and it was one
Si. to 6 P. Si.
P.
1
95 per cent; ninth And tenth grade, on
Laurine
Miss
Miss Inez Byars,
most successful plays Almo
95 per cent; eleventh and twelfth the
A nice home on Main street, the Jesse Mii
given.
ever
has
grade,i394 per cents
Intyre hwne. re-worked, redecorated and pain
GraTe rooms Honor Roll: First
y$890 cas-halance $20 a month. Monthly
White, Jimmie
Junior
grade:
and
ce
insuran
taxes,
,
cs-fre of interest
ments take-Crouch. Bonnie Sue Hall, Jessie
payments on principal.
Hazel high school received first
Marie Ford, Mayna Arnett and
grade prize in the contest sponsored to
second
Myers:
Ett
Martha
,
Murray
street,
' '11-room house on East Main
Wanda Sue Howard, Willie Cole, get• all voteryieho were registered
$109-ft. front, $4,500.
Anna Faye Miller. Eugene R- ogers. to the DOM again, Hazel having
Bradley Miller; third grade: the highest percentage. Hazel also
and
at
two
Three 5-room houses on East Maple,
Naomi Broach, Anna Mae Lamm won first place lad yilu7.' The four
$1,350.
at
one
and
$1,250
and Cotie Lee Cole: fourth grade: voting precincts in the magisterial
Hugh Arnett. Martha Spann, Earl- district were as follows:.
46-acre farm near New Hope church, 6-room
--•
The preermetse-number registered.
inc Cochrum, Mary Jo Farmer,
cash,_,
$1,650
ings,
other
louse,
Isoetta Morris, Reba Jo Cathey number voted ,and per cent follow.
and Marie Jones; fifth grade: respectively: West Hazel. 241, 256,
Several othe houses, lots, farms. See our
Maxine Crouch. and Martha Jo 94.5; East Hazel. 273, 298, 94.484
complete list.
Miller, Treva Dell Cole, Mary Fair. 309, 3.39, 91.15; Providence,
Frank Miller, J. C. Armstrong. 219, 277. 79.06, giving a total of
Johnye Pat Boyd. Otis Reeves 1,043 being registered, 1.161 voting
Miller and James Leslie Wilson; with a per eentage of 89.75.
sixth grade: Alton Hughes, Char- -Joe Parker EMI 7c15eshitas Law-line Cochrum and Maurita Morris. rence. freshmen, went to Paducah
ed over static)*
Murray, Ky.
Each grade room was presented Friday and entertain
Phone 249
They have been engageli
• with. ten dollars worth of new WPAD.
to play on Sundays. beginning No.
vember 15.
The Royal Talking Picture show,
sponsored by the PTA, presented
a western feature last Saturday
night. A large crowd was present.
Tuesday night. November 10. a
show was given by 4-H club members showing what the members
have accomplished in an effort to
get new member to join.
Hazel's basketball squad journeyed to Almo last Friday night,
enga,gini -their first and second
teams and emerging with two victories, 33-11 and 14-7 respectively.
High scorers of the night were
Paschall and Lamb.
The six weeks examinions are
over and the students are waiting
anxiously to receive their grades.
The junior and senior classes will
present a chapel program this
week.
The Hazel High School Lions
emerged victorious in two net tilts
Don't take a chance on your car. One freeze-up and
played here last Friday night with
bursted radiator will cost you more than a complete winthe fTraining School in the first
ter going-over AT ONE STOP at the SUPER-SERVICE
home game of the season. The
STATION.
first team defeated their opponents
-41-27. The second team won 50-17.
We have the EVER-READY PRESTONE anti-freeze.
Our next game will be played at
no
away,
boiling
—no
winter
entire
One filling does for the
Hazel Friday night, November 210,
with
rust. You're always safe under any kind of weather
Pembroke, and on the folIvifh
We invite you to see this new
the
HE New Ford V-8 for 1937 is
Ever-ready PRESTONE. You can put in in your radiator
lowing Saturday night, we play
car, and arrange to drive one
Ford
ofever
car
Ford
spring.
l
•
most beautifu
and forget about the radiator until
Lynn Grove.
FEATURES

j REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

Lynn Grove High
News

THE BROWN HOTEL

IN-...W. C. Oakley

Kazel School News

THE FORDN•8 FOR 1937
dezew

FARMER & RHODES

IS YOUR CAR

MUCH COLDER WEATHER IS PREDICTED FOR THIS WEEK-END

Two Engine Sizes - One Wheelbase
AND A NEW LOW PRICE

PYRO NON-RUSTING ANTI-FREEZE
anti-freeze for winter.

is

excellent

Put on New GENERAL TIRES and a New
GENERAL BATTERY Don't have trouble starting on cold mornings and
don't take a chance on having a dangerous skid on slick
tire.

Generous Trade-in Allowances -

Radios. Matches
See the new3,0,TOROLA Atitomobile
the dash board of your car.

T
fered. It is built in only one size—

one standard of roomy comfort and
Hazel F. F. A.
vsatiodevri appearance. But you may
have either the improved 85-horseNotes
power V-8 engine for maximum perLast week the Hazel F. F. A.
formance—or the new 60-horsepower
Club made a worthwhile decision
Two
V-8 engine for maximum economy.
on selling our magazines.
members of the club chose the
The smaller engine makes possible a
lighter ear —lower operating costs
— and a lower price.
Attractive Women
When you drive the 1937 Ford with
Are Popular
the 85-horsepower V-8 engine, you
are master of a power plant that
gives everything you can possibly
xlemand in speed and acceleration.
Today,improved carburetion enables
• it to deliver its thrilling perform.
ince with unusually low gasoline

GRUNOW radios
See the Marvelous 'slew 'Sensation I
fo every purse and
in our display room., A GRCJNOW
values you e ver saw.
put poSe. The greatest radio

Super - Servi e Station „
OF
•
MURRAY, KENtUCKY

480
'

BASE
PRICES

AND
UP

At Dearborn Plant
Taxes, Delivery and Handling,
Sampan, Spore Tire and Accessories
Additional
Body types available with 60 or 85
horsepower engine (without de luxe
equipment): Tudor Sedan, Tudor
Touring Sedan, Fordor Sedan, Fordor
Touring Wan, Five-window Coupe
. .De Lase types, with 85-horsepower engine: Tudor Sedan, Tudor
Touring Sedan, Fordor Sedan, Fordor
Touring Sedan, Five-window Coupe,
Roadster, Phaeton, Club Cabriolet,
Convertible Cabriolet, Club Coupe,
Convertible Sedan.

- iktmosauxo FORD nanny PLANS

I

$25 • Iiimadit also mat then-terv.
loom; buys soy model 1937 Ford V•8 Ca*
•-••-froes soy lord deolore-ooyisbalo Is tb•
IMika Illhoos. Ant year Vera &oleo shoot
Iki esoy permems plass of the 1Jolveessi

APPEARANCE — A newly designed ear. Headlamps recessed in fender aprons. Modern lidtype hood hinged at the back. Larger luggage
space. Spare tire enclosed within body. Completely -10@W interiors. Slanting V-type windshield
opens in all dosed cars.
COMPORT AND QUIET— A big,roomy ear. Extra
space is its the body, not taken up by the engine
under the hood. Comfort of the Center-Poise
Ride further increased by !smoother action of the
long-tapering springs, with new pressure lubrication. New methods of mounting body and
engine make this a quieter car.

SAFETYBRAKES— New Easy-Action Safety Brakes, of
the cable and conduit control type. "The safety
of steel from pedal to wheel." Self-energizing—
car momentum is used to help apply the brakes.
Tests show that about one-third less pedal press
sure is required to stop the ear.
BOOT—Not an ounce of wood used for structural
airing& From structure all steel, sheathed with
!steel panels—top,sides and floor. All are welded
Into a single steel unit of great strength. Safety
Glass all around at DO extra charge.

Oa.

Civet Compies.

5S AT
SEE THE 1937 P0A1

Maybelle Scoby Miller

Jackson Purch se Oil Co.
EAST MAIN STREET

Expert t _iauticians to serve you
in all e pea of beauty culture.
Operate rs—Demise Futrell, Mrs.

Consumption.
The new 60-horsepower Y..type 8.
cylinder engine delivers Y.8 smooth.
nen and quietneas-Teven at speed4
up to 70 miles an hour—with gasp.
line mileage so high that it created
an entirely new standard of economy
in modern motor car operation.

equipped with the engine that fits
your needs.

BEALE MOTOR CO.

La Vanite Beauty
Shop
PHONE 199
Peoples Savings Bank

- Murray, Kentucky
•.
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Duke and

,P_AGE FOUR

visited his'brother. C. C.
Mrs. Duke this week.
Mrs. Jessie Ludwick has returned from a two weeks vise with
friends in Eddyville and Hodgen-

and %lends in the county.
Mrs. Dorothy Brandt returned
Monday to her work in Detroit,
after visiting her mother. Mrs,
Willoughby who was in a Murray
Ky.
hospital. She has been removed to ville,
Some one will appreciate year
her home.
other
Miss Mary Shipley and Mrs. Ver- Photograph more than any
salt peer
him were not 'hurt. '
non Stubblefield Sr. attended the gift. Prices and sizes to
undergoing M. E. Conference at Fulton Satur- need at Love's Studio.
is
Brown
Claud
U you have stettors of wheat
Marion day.
Ed Ozement, of Paducah. visited
roar are net a-queued, Omens treatment at the William
Woodrow Beale was a Paducah Mr. and Mrs. Ray Maddox est
Memorial Hospital for iejuries rereport them for ten volume's.
calved in an. accident Friday. visitor Tuesday.
North Fourth street Tuesday of
t Finley, Los Angen Crouch, of this week.
Ernes
Gordo
Mrs.
and
Mrs.
Mr
re.
just
has
Mrs. Marna Sever
, and Mrs. C. E. Felker. Lynn Grove. hive been attending
from an extepded visit with les, Calif.
Miss Kay Rudolph. of Marshall
Missouri, are visiting Federal Court in Paducah this
on.
Sikest
Deof
y
y, has accepted a position
count
1). Slaughter and famil
ve*, and old friends here this Week. Mr. Crouch being a member with the extension department at
t, Mich_ and Harry Sever and relati
week. They are daughters of Ma. of the petit jury. J. D. Sexton. the college and has assumed her
ly of Terre Haute, Ind.
Whitnell
and Mrs. N. A. Utterback, former- Carlin Riley and Joe
of
s
duties.
Morri
B.
.1.
Mrs.
Mr. and
ly-of Murray. Mr. and Mr& Ustter- were summoned for jury duty but
day
by
d
panie
accom
,
T. Q. Bausum returned Satur
es,
Ihrunswick, Tenn.
Angel
Los
in
reside
now
ed.
back
were excus
11 trip through the main refrom'
their sons, Edwin and Ben, spent and recently celebrated their 62nd
pest_
PeC. Starks, former Hardie
,
fineries of the Mid-Continent
in the city with Mrs. Mor- wedding anniversary.
master and newspaper pubhatters Us:ileum Co. in Tula, Oklahoma.
parents. Mr. and Mrs. J. E.
`
me.
Nedeber-..and-Mres...W. J. Gespan tied wee- telleelele _Monday.
He was acme/Seeded by Mr.
that he planned
as their guests.. Sundays, Mr. and Starke .
the company
of
ve,
entati
to
repres
ted
do.
admit
was
Kirk
Ed Frank,
job prioting plant in Bee_
TenMrs: G. G. MeWherter, Mr. and open
in this territory, and seterssee
ge
Mason ittemorial Hospital Frinab that he would be asested nessee Diamond dealers. Mr. Bau*Mrs. Ernest Brown of Cotta
day for treatment
Grove, Tenn.
by his son,' Lorain Starks, fenny', cum -spent three days going
'Dr. and Mrs. L. M. Parrott and
Mrs. W. J. Caplinger Murray arid Benton newspaper
the
and
Mr.,
E.
J.
through 'the huge plaht, one of
-family of Paducah visited
have as their house guest Mrs. 0. Man, witeestie now employed in largest in the world, and was much
Thomas and family Sunday.
ia.
Philadelph
and
Logan. West Virginia.
-re- C. Strother of
impressed by the equipment
Conn Lusa Hemphreys has
Troy. Scott of Pottertown was, - Math Rye was treated at the processes ,necessary
for turning
home for a short, visit
-treated at the Clinic Hospital SunHouston Clinic Hospital 1 crude oil into high-test gasoline
Kailas _City. Mo.. where he day for an injured arm.
ay for lacerations about the and the D-X lubricating motor
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Tenet,.. were the guests last
Friday and' Saturday of Mrs.Grubbs' father. Rev. J. H. Thurus
cio
Lus
When the Most
man. and family.
Mrs. George Marine, Mrs. OakWill Be
Mrs. Jamelt
land Cunningham.
Strader, Mrs. .T. E. Tucker, and.
Cloteel agent Wednesday with
Mr. and Mrs. Jess Egner- of Sento*,
Helen Shipley spent the
end with her parents, Mr. and MM.;
Mark Shipley.
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RACEHORSES

We are Behind You With Good Luck

T

THE HUT
Compliments of-

r /.

RILEY'S

,

gRoctRy

White Way Service Station
Boody Russell

Thoroughbreds to Win
Cook Goes In
NKS
HOT BARBECUE and COLD DRI

J. W. HUTCHENS
Compliments of

Compliments . . .

O 'S BEST
YUKN
QUEEN OF THE WEST URS

MURRAY LAUNDRY
' l'hone 303

FLO

For a Nice Place to Eat

Compliments of

Visit the COTTON BOLL INN
Across from Murray Consumers

TEXACO GAS
HENDON'S ONE-STOP SERVICE

Compliments of

Compliments of

MURRAY AUTO PARTS

HAMP'S POOL ROOM
Next Door to Picture Show

You Win! Trade at

Cdmpliments of

PARKER'S
. .
Jewelry Store:
•

Compliments of

Complintents of

DALE & STUBBLEFIELD

H. B. BAILEY

Dinners

Electrically
Cooked!

LICKS
LET'S LICK WESTERN LIKE D-X
N
TIO
OSI
OPP
ALL

Before and After We TOP the
TOPPERS' Visit

THE JEWELER

Kentugky-Tennessee Light and
Power Company

week,

Compliments of

PORTER MOTOR

Murray, Ky.

t4.

Compliments of

Compliments-of

LASSITER & JONES

J. R. WILLIAMS
CITIES SERVICE GAS

RECREATION HALL

H

-rs
Compliments of

Compliments of

RRAY MEAT MARKET
or'
king on earth gets a grander
the.foreigners brag. .. but no
d Thankssit down to an old-fashione
meal than_we Americans when we
giving dinner!

gm.

DOLLARS WASTED
ON' UPKEEP CAN'T.
ilLIY NEW ROADS
Inferidt roads seem cheap and

elecous Thanksgiving dinner is
And, hovvadays the most lusci G
elecrn
mode
t
luScious? Because'ieit
• tricallx cooked. Why the most
s.
juice
.vwn
heir
in.t
es bake or stile
, --tric cooking meat-s and vegetabl
ents
nern
g—
sliin
nouri
the aromas, the
This preserves all the flavors,
shrinkage,
-•and assures tenderness without

Compliments of

DUTCH'S SHOE SHOP

Wholesale Grocery

'JACK

romical — to build concrete
roads. Concrete lasts! It requires almost op upkeep.

Concrete's smooth, non-skid
sarface is safe and satisfactosy •
' to drive on.lfr Speeds up traffic

R

CARL KINGINS
Before and After the Game
GOOD SANDWICHES and SPECIAL
DINNERS

BROWN'S CAFE
tsross from Postoffke

„of
Corn pliments.

Compliments of

THE DIXIE CAFE
pepot Street

PARKER BROS. GARAGE
ae

AT WESTERN!
Beat it to ...'

meet at the

/ SLEDD'S

COLLEGIATE INN

I

roads.
e.

Compliments of

and JILL SHOP

Let's all

krs4uces saidents ..you
save in gas,lires and repairs.
Insist on concrete for your

S

Power Comparii
Kentucky-Tennessee Light and

Compliments of

VISIT THE

year or tW.o, she trouble be.
gists! Maintenance costs go
ip and up.
/hat's why it's wise—and eco-

likes
ife who has one how she
Ask any Murray housew
ther she Would be
her ,electric range and whe
method Of
Willing to return to the old
cooking,

Phone 234

Who
— It Does Make a Difference
Writes Your Insurance, •

Raving fund so that it covers
a Iok of territory. But after

.•...
time-saving and labor-savingsatis
Clean, fast, economical, safe,
most
•
—the
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nd
fara
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range
t•ooking with the modern electric with heat,
.ring food
factory method _Of prepa
,
,.. •
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Why not cook your Ow'n Than Thanksgiving Day ip only a ,wittirt•
?
range in your own kitchen this year.range installed: Come in today and
a
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e
h
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see,any electric deTilerk wholet us give you all the detills - . . or priceS vitdderete with easy p •
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BOONE CLEANERS

Phone 12
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Murray, Ky.

for the newest in
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The Thoroughbreds' Pad
Good Meals and Drinks

For complete inforeastion write to
Afr1q!ATIOt1
PORTLAND
610 Merchants' Book Blche,lodiansocals,1tee
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Sunny. Tennessee

teachers (4 MurIona Ford, some mother-in-law, the' speaker. The
here charm- ray High 'School hate been spend
/Ara.
Roger.;
Maurine
.subject of
Mrs. Henry WaIdrOP of Mtni-gY
Having not seen any news front
ing daughter, Thelma Dale Marine: ing much time.on taas
prepared
ia very MA‘ch improved in condi*
have
They
"Courtesy".
freshman,
little
a
Graham,
Tennessee in .some time, will, giirti
June
tion at the Keys-Houston Clinic
every way
May Sanders; Rosalind Wilson, a many talks and are in
a few Items.
the
Hospital where she has been conreporter, Mary Elizabeth striving to teach their stultents
-of- this community is very
coll.gp
days.
fined for s••veral
of
politeness.
value
kese.ot, with a few slight_
at
Johnson.
good
for
calls
Cold. windy weather
Thursday night at 7 p. m., the colds soattered about.
F. F. A. Notes
N24
Melorine. Al drag stores.
met last Tuesday entbuiliastic student body of M. IL
chapter
This
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Osbron and
streets.
Mr. and Mrs. George Hart will
the best
night and planned their program S. met and had one of
sea Herbert _visited in Kentuckg
Mr. and Mrs. T. C. Walker are
have as their guests Saturday for
hisHigh's
Money
in
rallies
pep
for the following year. There was
Erank
recettliTr—
the Murray-Western game, Mr. and visiting her mother, Mrs.
in unia great deal'- saidabout the boys tory. The band was there
Mr. and Mrs. Ezilo Alkins and
Mrs._ John King, of Cadiz. their Since:land in Detroit
in
taken
was
team
.
going in together and buying a set form and the
son, 0. C., visiter Mrs. Allan*
Mrs. Mack Stephenson. of BowMartha and
daughters, Misses
decohighly
very
Grade News
her
of boxinit gloves. We made out a cars which were
brother, Elmus Brannon and fain.
Frances King of Bowling Green, ling Greeng, Ky., is visiting
a
with
, honor roll follows: Fifth good program and have already rated. The rally opened
.-;rhily Saturday night and Sunday.
Carter, and
Mr. and Mt s. S. J. Snook of Padu- ilaughter. Mrs. Zelnao
big bonfire and yells, followed by
grade: liontas Bridges, Charles D. carried part of it out.
Mrs. Clifton Robinson won the
Mr. Carter in their home on Olive
cah and Judge and. Mrs.
a speech by our coach and then ;11 pressure cooker at Dick Is
Ted
Wanda Lawson,
Johnson,
-street.
Smith of Hopitinsville.
ended 'With a parade such as Mur- Littleton's store at Puryear Satur.
Lawson, Narvis Cathey and Jo
of Brandon.
Mr. and Mrs. Linville Yates have `teg.----John Buoy
ray seldom sees. .
Workman; sixth grade: Baron
the
l_from
discharger
.
was
day._
Ky..
Padgett's
Durrett
Mrs.
from
moved
Friday afternoon at 2 p. m. the
Palmer. Loraine James and Laura
followSweet potato digging is about
week
last
Hoapital
Clinic
Mrs.
of
home
•
apartment to the
game
the
and
blown
was
whistle
grade:
Radford; second
Lynn
over and farmers are busy gather.
- Yates parents, Mr. and Mrs. Clint ing a major-operation.
started. It was a, hard fought, Mg corn and getting wood in prepChcgtie Junes, James Coleman,
Guests in the home of Mr. and
riukard, West Poplar street.
played
teams
Both
game.
good
Darnall, Jostle Suiter,
Eugene
were
By Clara Waldrop
aration or another sonw.
Miss Berline Brewer, Murray Mrs. Geo. Hart Monday
like Tigers (which both are called)
Janice McCajlon. and Mary Wilson.
of
News is scare and I will say
The weea 'of Noveniaer 3 to 14 and then the last whistle was
State .College student, was dis- Judge and Mrs. Ira D. Smith
in print
Three students of the primary
Mrs.
is National Education Week. It is blown- with a score of 13-12 in goodbye' and if I see this
missed from the Keys-Houston Hepkintrville;- and Mr. end
room have moved, they are, June
celebrated in every school, in every Princeton's favor. We are very I may write again.—Matilda.
Clinic Hospital Sunday following John King, of Cadiz, Ky.
Reed, George and Isaac Dunn.
Harry Broach
President
Mr. ant- Mrs.
state of the nation.
a tonsil operation. She was taken
proud of our boys because they
Chapel Program
. in
friends
Theoipial acreage of the W. C.
Franklin Detain) Roosevelt issued a played real footbalL
to the home of. Mr. and Mrs. live Waited, relatives_ and,
the
conducted
class
senior
The
Sparks -farm in Caldwell county
this week
that
stating
on
proclamati
Brewer of Murray for a few days. Mayfield Sunday.
The faculty and students of Mur- has been-earraced.
in the cast and a story based on
Mrs. Geo. Shoemaker returned With nine All-American football heroes RKO Radio's "Tbe Rig Game' chapel program Eriday. The pro- should be recognized throughout
Billy Valentine of Hopkinsville,
ray High School wish to thank the
was as follows: 'Bible readthe popular novel by Francis Wallace:
Veal
a
following
High
Akron
to
Friday
Murray
'states.'
Vendtap,
-Ns
home
t
the
United
in
Thomas
M.
week
the
past
Frank
spent the
their
thrills between thrills. Above.
from No- ing, J. C. Brewer; song, school; School celebrated this week by business men of Murray for
relatives has over
Phil Huston with Bruce Cabot and Bill Shakespeare
ing
of his grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. several weeks visit with
splendid cooperation with Us'by
at the Capitol dialogue, 'Ruth Hanley and Wilplaying
Now
on.
looking
of
headgear)
history
twith
the
and
friends.
about
Dame
talks
street.
tre
several
Will Rowland on West Olive
closing their stores during the
son Marine; trio. Ned Washer,
Miss Frances Holcomb, of Cen- Theatre
Murray High in' the past until the
Mrs. W. A. Rost visited friends
game last Friday.
and Cotton BillCopeland,
Nov,jje
'sister,
her
visiting
Robis
Elizabeth
Ill.,
tralia,
Mary
present day.
in Paducah during the week-end.
Thanksgiving, our Hollandinen
College, Nashville, ingt.; reading, -Dorothy Stark;
Belmont
Ward
residence
the
Mr.
occupyng
and
been
Murray
Thurmond
have
of
Cecil
"History
the-..
Misses Geraldine Barnett and Mrs.
go to Paris, Tenn., for their last
end for a short play. Eldest Tucker, Elizabeth erts gave
week
this
come
are
will
James'
Fred
of
street
High
Olive
on
"Murray
School".
High
Elizabeth Askew visited relatives Thurmond.
The boys go
this week to Paducah visit to her parents, Dr. and Mrs. Lawetin, Lan' ox Lee Housand; SchoiaLa Scholastic Record" was game this season.
David Hutson of near Hazel, moving
at Fulton and Hickman this week.
ted . support
wholelhear
the
our
with
attend
to
and
Mason
H.
Farles.
W.
Pearl
Rena
jokes,
employed.
is
Houston
Moore
where Mr.
given by Jane Sexton. The musical
Conrad Jonel__Mathan Lassiter, was admitted td the Keysthat they will win.
confidence
and
-game.
tern
by
all.
was
enjoyed
Murray-Wes
The
program
Concord,
treatNew
of
for
J. R. Chrisrnan
achievements of Murray High were
Erpest Jones and W. R. Barnett Clinic Hospital Sunday
was admitted to the Clinic Hospital Mrs. Terrell Johnson of St. Louis After the' program a pep meeting told by Charlotte Owen. The comwere business visitors in Owens- ment.
here.
family
her
of.
guest
were
yells
and
songs
the
held,
was
is
H. R. Yonts of Letcner county
See Morris' Dress and Remnant Wednesday for treatment.
mittee did not have time to find,
boro Thursday. Mr. Barnett also
011ie Broach of Sedalia, Ky., was given led by Evelyn PaSchall, 'all the history of M. H. S. ath- has been successful in growing
Bill Egoti and
Mrs.
shipment
and
new
Mr.
week—a
this
Shop
Barnett
Maud
visited his daughter,
Clinic Hospital Hontas Copeland. and
Dorothy
with soybeans and
of quilt pieces and quilt material. Robert Williams went to' Nashville readmitted to the
letics but Coach Holland very ably beets along
while there.
Stark. Campfire Girl cheer leaders, brought to our minds several past lespedeza.
erbilt-Ten- this week for treatment.
r
the_,...11suid
Risenhoove
see
to
lb.
30c
Friday
and
They're v a I b le to you. Why
15c
James Overby, of Shreveport,
Mrs. Vernon Stubblefield Sr.. Next Friday a program will be events of which we are very proud.
nessee game.
let us aid in keeping your
inot
La.. visited his mother, Mrs. L M. Apartment.
.visited
given by tne sophomore class. Each
Overby. Mrs. Mar- and Miss Mary Shipley
Mr, and Mrs. 0Orland Cunning;
Wednesday morning the seniors
possession by-.correcvsloahle
--Ovty4ha last. of th week...
and
'FURort laSt- week
clakit, in _school' is going to be were honored with a speech by
guest. vin Fulton, Mrs. Lena Ilobirittili; irlénds
A. J. Wells of Hardin was a ham had as Sunday dinner
tion, and glasses.
.
E.
Conference
M.
to
be
the
a
for
program
attended
responsible
to
called
were
Benof
Kemp
subEggner,
Carr's
Jess
Ural
Mrs.
"Mrs.
and
and
Mrs. J. W: Carr.
business visitor irt the city Satur- Mr.
Mrs. J. D. Sexton Was the guest given on Friday aj the chapel ject was "Courtesy". She brought
ton, Ky„, and Mrs. Ed Tucker of Nashville Friday to the bedside of
day.
week period.
last
Fulton
in
You can have false teeth and
relatives
of
Cleaver
Mrs.
Jim
Mrs.
Cleaver.
E.
and
Mrs. R.
Why do so many women take
out many points that will be very
Dr. F. E. Crawford, Dentist First Kirksey and Mr.
ConferE.
M.
the
attended
and
wooden leg—but what about
a
Junior
Plar
of
pains
trouble.
relief
functional
the
or
heart
$,,f
died Friday of
helpful to the senior clap .of 1936U Strader.
Nat'l. Bank Bldg. Tel. 192-3.
The juniogfplay, "A Nor Mar- 37. Mr. W. B. Moser introduced at monthly times? The answer le
YOUR EYES?
Mr. and Mrs. John Call of enc.
J. C. Walker visited relatives and
Mi.. and Mrs. W. E. Crider of
that they want results such 11A-1AS
Among those who attended the ried 'Man," is being sponeszed by
week. Elizabethtown, Ill., aonounce thethe city announce the arrival of a friends in Dyer, Tenn., this
'Herbert W.Hunt.of Balky/Me,Taw.
chicks
born last' Wed- M. K 614&euce 'in Fulton from Mist- Erwin and will be given. Satgirl
Nashville,
a
of
of
Belcher
arrival
Polner
Mrs.
JOE T. PARKER
the
at
Saturday
born
daughter,
describes. Slid writes: "My heel*
A. Bishop, Mrs. urday night, November 28. 'tie
Tenn., visited her mother, Mrs. nesday night at the.. Keys-Houston here were Mrs. C.
Optometrist ,,
I suffered from cramp.i
Wm. Mason Memorial Hospital.
good.
wasn't
MeJ.
W.
Mrs.
John
follows,
McElrath,
Professor
cast
Clinic Hospital. The mother and W. W.
tog. my p.m n would be so interim it WOUM
and
Mr. and Mrs. Zelna Carter of Bettie Patterson. recently.
and
ale,
i
H
A.
C.
G
and
Mrs.
coy, Mr.
Wise, a poor migrated man, S.
nauseate me I would lust drag arming.
Miss Nellie Short left Monday baby are doing nicely.
- Olive street had the following
so sluggish and 'do-tem.' Mr mother dsPool; Doctor Matthew Graham. a
an indefiDr. and Mrs. Richard 'N. Keys J. D. Sexton.
/Tided to give me Carduf. I began to
guests in' their home Monday and for Nashville, Tenn., for
day
and
first
Mr.
Glenn Doran. son of
country physician. Pat Rogers; Bil"
nZ
That Ud. sluggish feeling was gone
Mrs. arrived Saturday to visit until
Monday night, Mrs. Bob Overby of nite visit with her cousin,
Headache 30
Liquid, tablets
the paths disappeared. I can't Praise Oarafter Thanksgiving 'with Dr. Keys' Mrs. A. F. Doran has recovered ly Blake, a popular college boy, Salve, Nose Drops
Minutes
dttl too highly because I know It biog
Paducah, Mist Pincye Smith and Goldie Freeland.
fever.
Vernon Wilson; Jupiter Jackson. Try "itelMy-Thea"—World's Best
di cardig doss not help
Mr. and Mrs. W. 0. Moore who mother. Mrs. M. E. Keys, and sis- from scarlet
Mrs. A. P. Cock both of Paducah.
IMMO • bliYaleta/b
ar- a black tramp, Taz
Mrs.
LlegAtali
ters Misses Erie. Ilee and Alice . Mr. and Mrs. Rob Johnson
Mr.
rs
Keys at their home in college ad- rived from Chicago Sunday.
Johnson returned. home Tuesday.
dition.
will
Miss Bobby Webb of Cottage Mrs. Johnson and children
Grove, Tenn., was admitted to the return to Chicago Saturday.
Keys-Houston Clinic Hospital Wednesday for treatment. Miss Webb
is a student at the college.
By Dorothy Stark. Mary E.
45
The La Vanite Beauty Shoppe,
Johnson, Geraldine Burt
located, in the First National Bank
Building, changed ownership this
Ball Games
week as Mra- Dernus Futrell purThe first defeat of the season
chased Miss Opal Miller's interest for Kirksey came Friday night
in same. Several months ago these when .the Barlow five won by a
ladies formerd a partnership and score of 20-18. The game was an
operated as same until the recent interesting one from start to finish.
transeelies. Mrs. May Belle Scoby It began- with Barlow making 6
Militeand Mrs. Demos Futrell will points before the Eagles got startbe the operators under the new ed. At the half the score was
management. Both are graduates G4. In the., third quarter the
and experienced in all lines ,.of Eagles showed their ability by
beauty culture. They invite their doubling the score. But just before
many friends to call upon them.
Miss Charlotte Jordon, Murray
State studeiii, underwent an appendix operation at the KeysHouston Clinic Hospital last Wednesday and is doing nicely.
People who have taken BlackCaswell Hays, son of Mr. and
naturally are enthusiastic
Mrs. W. C. Hays ,has taken a -po- Draught because of the refreshing
It
about
n
sition as salesman in Corn-Austi
relief it ha.s brought them. No wonder they urge others to try RI .
— Mr. and Mrs. Re—bert Broach-; Mrs. Joe G. Roberts, of Portersville,
ed
spent several days this week in Ala., writes: "A friend recommend
ght to me a long time I
Frankfort with their daughter, Black-Drau
ma.
to
worth
Its
proved
has
is
Mrs. Harold, Peace, and Mr. Peace. a
l bliCaught Is good for constipation
Black-Draught prevents
It was also a business trip for I find that taking
the bl,loua headaches which I used to
Mr. Broach.
. A purely vegetable isidleta•
have"
for relief of
Miss rat! .1 Mason, student at
CONSTIPATION. BILIOUSNESS
litra. 'henna carter iind children
and Mrs. Mack Stevenson visited in
Mayfield Saturday and in La Center Saturday night and Sunday.
Mrs. Flora Hatcher has been ill
with an attack of appendicitis at
her home on Second and Maple

BIG MOMENT IN "BIG GAME"

the end of the game Washer, our
The game
ceaier,, fouled out.
ended in ii kie. Barlow marle.orie
'cote in the extrr-oeriod. and
Kirlitsey failed to tally. Although
this- was the first defeat the boys
do not.feel badly about it and are
mdte determined than ever to do
_their best this -year.
The Kirksey second team won
over the Barlow second five by a
margin of 19-16.
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IURRAY HIGH
SCHOOL

(rit

How About Your
Eyes?

Lady's Painful Trouble
Helped By Ca.rdui

COLDS
FEVER

l
S
RK STORE
JEWELRY

R.VICT
C.ORA. and Philco

Kirksey School News

Radios

0.=.4 Oto

ELECTRIC and FARM MODELS
as low as
Priced
$22'50
_
SOITINEL FARM RADIOS
Priced at
$29'95

EXCELLENT RECEPTION

Many a Friend Recommends
BLACK-DRAUGHT

We carry a complete line of BATTERIES
and TUBES
End home drudgery with an
EASY WASHING MACHINE
Electric or farm powered $54.50 up

Buy a radio now, listen the cool nights
at home, to the progress of the
world;
Free Home Demonstration

THE TIME IS NEAR!
We're Going to Give Him Away Just a
Week from Saturday
Who Wants This
Beautiful, Gentle
Shetland
Pony?

more
IC the 1937 line has mote horsepower, more room,
quality and
and more performance — e i top of the finest
can provide
clue that Ceneral Nictor•-. sulfur.. and Buick workmanship
Lesry duic*

luxury

rir IIE fites are,ktnd to the auto.
1. mobile buyer of next year—just
take a look at Buick's offerings and
you'll see why!
Here are four lines of new cars—
aces every one—the ablest cars, the
handsomest performers, the biggest
values we believe the automobile
industry has so far seen.

APPLIANCE
JOHNSON-FAIN
COMPANY

There is the 1937 Buick SPECIAL—
stepped up in -Style, power, i-oom
and finish—thriftier than ever, and
at the same low price.

PERFECTION IN FOOD!
good food than to
It's much easier to talk about
we don't take tbe
Brown
thc
at
-serve it—but here
that money can hire
chefs
best
The
way!
easy
buy—these
-me...the best food that moaez can
are the reasons for our unsittpreeed,.
reputation for-excellent food.
r--

THE BROWN
HOTEL
LOVISVILLS

Some little boy or girl is going to be made mighty
happy on Saturday, November 28. Wouldn't you
Hie for it to be yours?
• Look.for-frie c-Fitipiids-,in all of our bakery pro-ducts'. Be prerent that 'day.
Bring your coupons at- We have the box readyl_

Winner Must Be Present

Parker Bros. Bakery
"HOME OF AUNT_ BETTY'S BREAD"

just what its name
suggests — more powerful, more
maneuverable, more luxurious now
than its marvelously mobile pred-

motoring—every one of them outranks in engineering and appoint.
ment even the phenomenal cars that
uphold Buick's current sensational

ecessor.

success.

ROADMASTER —

say that the
And there is the lordly LIMITED—the See them and you'll
Avenue's proudest saunterer-leet, $14,500,000 appropriated and now
sophisticated, capacious — uncom- being spent on top of the recent
$15,000,000 put into re-tooling and
mon carrier of the elect.
re-equipping Buick factories is
Every One of thesesars brings some- money not only wisely but fruitfully
thing, fresh and progressive to employed!
°Safe,glass sow marl — an-elle?Ill sliehrry ex',a Prices object a
cleave qualsoset coon:. Got:rat Moors terou es sust yew IttrItgr.

There is the cyclonic CENTURY — all compact of obedient explosive energy —
quicker, quieter, more sensational even than before.

1
/7

YOUR MONEY GOES FART/464

There is the magnificent
,7

IN

A GENERAL MOTORS CAR

L. S. MIDERSOR MOTOR CO.
Mayfield,.Ky.

Murray, Ky.

Paducah, Ky.

WILL BUILD THEM • *
tr WHEN 3ETTER AUTOMOBILES ARE BUILT, BUICK
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lems. These will be dealt with at
the Sunday night services. on 4r
basis of ;the psychology of personality adjustment and practical religion.
Next Sunday morning will mark
Kentucky's 1936. production of
Mr. Havens',sermon subject for
the beginning of a two weeks retobacco of all types is estimated at
the
morning
service:
next
Sunday,
vival meeting at the First Chris219.110,00 pounds in the NovemWin Church. which' will be led will be. "Corrupt Hearts." a contin- ber crop report issued by the
uation
of
the
series
of
sermons
on,
by the minister, A. V. Havens,
Kentucky office
of the United
Modern
e
Problms
And
The
Services will be held each night
., States Division of. Crop and Live_:- .
.Prophets."
except Saturdays. beginning at 730.
stock Estimates. This would be
His subject at the Sunday night about 3 per cent less than the
Special Music will be presented at
each service.
A large chorus service will oe. 'The Nealing Gus- 226.718,000
pounds
produced in
chair and soul-stirring congrega- pel To The Sinful.- The sermon 1935, and nearly 40 per cent less
tional singing will he led by is a continuation of the series of than the State's average annual
Everett . Crane, the director of sermons on, -The Healing Gospel," production of 362,587.000 pounds
music.
"Practical Religion For and will deal particularly with the during 1928-1932, inclusive.
Personal Problems." has
been effect and the overcoming of the
Kentucky's estimated
tobacco
ehe,sen as,-,the theme of the meet guilt of unwise choices.
production, by types within this
The Sunday School, with a goal
lag.
State. in 1936 and 1935. is: Burley,
personal problems box has of 200. 'will meet. at 9:30. led- by 1938 forecast 155,440.000 pounds;
W.
B.
Moser,
superintendent.
,
been placed in the front vestibule
1935
yield, 154,530,000
pounds;
The Young People's Society of
-alto .which persons may place a
Green River iair cured from both
Christian
Endeavor
will
meet
at
statement of their personal • prob.
Owensboro and Henderson dis6.30. Sunday evening, with Mrs.
tricts) 1938 forecast. 11.200,000
George 'Hart at counselor.
All
pounds; 1935, 15,210,000 pounds..
young people of 'College and high
one-sucker, 1936 forecast 10,300,
school ages are invited ta attend.
000 poondei--193b, 10.364,000 pounds:The Junior Christian Endea
enderson fired "stemming," 1938
Society will meet, at 6:30, with Mrs.
Ira Morgan and Mrs. 0. B. Boone
as sponsors.

Havens Will Begin
Revival Sunday

At the
LAST
CALL

In •

the moment of
parting you %ill seek
those who will give
the tenderest care . . .
whose ideals of craftmanship and service
stand high . . who
have had lung years of
training and experience
to fit them for your
charge. As evidence of
our sincerity we offer
a service vials dignity,
reverence and economy.

The
J. H. Churchill
Funeral
Home
1084-1330
Phone 7
Ithirray. Ky.

rei

Smaller Kentucky
Leaf Crop Forecast

Dr: Leavell To Be at
-First Baptist Church
Dr. Leavell who is to fill the
pulpit at both hours Sunday at the
First Baptist church is perhaps the
,.utstanding leader of young ChrisHans in the entire country. he has
just recently returned from an ex:ended visit to the Orient. where
c contacted the leadership of
urig.people in schools and
.- hurches.
Dr. Leavell comes from en illustrous family of preachers. teachers, doctors and evangelists. He is
one of the most pleasing and forceful speakers to be found in our
country today. In ,addition to )iis
services at the First Baptist church
unday he will speak to the student body of the college Monday
morning.
He is in the truest sense a religious statesman of broad experience and wide sympathies. "Be
sure to hear this brilliant rein who
is giving his Versatile life to the
great work_ rtf„.. training for our
churches a' better leadership for
the days just ahead than would
otherwise be possible. Dr. Leaven.
S as true to the Bible as it is possble for a man to be.
The meetings at the church are
for all the people interested in
OUR YOUNG PEOPLE TODAY.
C'orne to hear him and bring your
`airily friends and neighbors.

U-Tote-'Em Grocery

FOR SALE-cheap, excellent brass
ceiling light fixture, complete.
Ledger & Times office.
tf
STOMACH ACID. GAS PA/NS,
INDIGESTION victims, why suffer! For quick relief get a free
sample of Udga, a doctor's pre--at- Dole, -Stubblefield
Co.
D3p
FOR
SALE-two-wheel- - trailer,
equipped with new tires and
Cubes. J. C. Calhoun.
ltc
BROOMS--made for 15 cents or
on shares. Square Deal Broom
Shop. East Main St. at Rail Road
Crossing.
N28c
,WANTED-lady to 'keep house and
take care of children. Apply
Love's Stedio.
ltc
FOR SALE-second hand bicycle,
good riding Condition. Bargain at
-$7,50.-4,-- B.- ,Shelton. - 900 Poplar
Street.
1t p

'

forecast 2,190,000 pounds; 1935, 3.024,00e.p9unds. Hopkinsville dark.
fired type, 19311 forecast 22.400.000
The,- Negro Minstrel which was
pounds; 1935, 23.250.000 pounds;
Paducah-Mayfield dark -fired. 1936 presehted last Saturday night was
forecast 17.520.000 pounds; 1935, 19.- a great success. This program was
directed by Mrs. Robbie Mae Wil750,000 pounds.
liams and was put on by the basketball squut with the help of the
Girls' Glee Club.

New Concord High

Ads Sell Realty for
Farmer and Rhodes

Free Program
On
Wednesday
night
before
The Farmer & Rhodes real estate Thanksgiving, November 25, a profirm has found rich results in gram will be given free to everybody. This program, will consist
Ledger & Times advertising.
of 3 one-act plays and several
All of 7 lots, one including a
home, advertised two weeks- ago. numbers by the first five grades.
The public is invited.
have been sold, all the buyers tellFiddlers' Contest
ing the firm that they had "seen
On Saturday night following
their ad 'In' TheLedger & Times".
Two, lots were sold to Mrs. Thanksgiving the schoeliewill sponMilam, Lexington, Tenn., two to sor a fiddlers contest; a program
Bill Evans, two to Dr. A. M. of seven numbers has been arrangWolfson and one to Marvin Hill. ed and includes contests in fiddling, banjo picking, harmonica
playing, dancing (ragtime), quartet
Richard Joiaisila the
singing r2 sacred songs), Vocal
Youngest-College Student solo, boy and girl, and guitar and
singing. Also a prize will be given
Richard Ernest Jones, fifteen
to the youngest fiddler. A small
year old son of Commodore Jones,
admission charge will be made.
Hazel, is the youngest student tipBasketball
rolled at Murry/ State College,
The Redbirds lost their opening
according to a survey made today.
game to Hardin.._by the score of
Young Jones was born March.
17-15. The Redhirds_laeld a sinall
1921. He finished high school at
lead until the-tinal quarter, but
Lynn Grove with the honer of
could mot register with,
, their
valedictorian.
His high &hoot free
throws.
standing was 95.5%. Jones is doOn Friday night, November 20.
ing very creditable work at Murray
the Faxon team will come to ConState College.
cord for two games. This will be
the last game for the Redbirds
until they meet the Lynn Grove
Wildcats here December 4.
Play December 5
len
a mit
FrosPiiiil the past week: Ed Frank r7-Safttrday-- night-Decem ber -2,- Mr:
Kirk, Murray; Claud Brown, Mur- Crass will present the play. "Here
ray; Mrs. W. E. Crider, Murray; Comes Charlie." Mr. Crass will
use the same cast that he used
Irwin Lovett. Murray.
Patients dismissed from the Last year at Pleasant Valley as
Mason-Hospital the past week: all are now attending school at
Miss Judith Morgan, Murray; Roy Concord.
Lyons, 'Tharpe, Tenn.; Mrs. GerFIRST 12APTIST CHURCH
trude Willoughby, Murray; Miss
Laura Frances Reynolds, Murray;
Dr. Frank H. Leavell will speak
Ed Frank Kirk, Murray.
at both hours. Dr. Leavell is the
Executive secretary of the Baptist
Student Union work of the entire
south under the direction of the
Hunting is forbidden at all times
Baptist Sunday Schobl Board. He
oh these farms mentioned below:
is a magnetic speaker.
lifrw-C, S. Beaman, J.' H. Kelso, W.
Sunday School meets every
S._ _ Kelso Urie .F. Kelso. Rachel
Kelso, John KelsR E L. Kelso,

Hospital News

SUGAR, old time brown, - BACON, sliced
26c
10 pounds
. 43c FLOUR, Clear Lake,
9,
24 pounds ......65c
CELERY
LETTUCE
Sc SOAP, Palmolive, 3 for 14c
CABBAGE
2c BEANS, G. N., 3 lbs. for 20c
ONIONS, 10 lbs. for
19c SUPER SUDS,2 for
15c
APPLES, gallon
18c KRAUT, Libby's 2 1-2
COCOANUT, bulk, lb. 19c
size can
1 1c
CATSUP, 14-oz. bottle 10c HOWNY, 2
1-2 size' can,
COCOA', 2-lb. box .. 14c
2 for
15c
OCTAGON POWDER,
TOMATOES, 3'No 2
2 for
Sc
cans for
23c
CORN, No. 2 can, 3 for 25c Puffed Wheat Cells,
PEACHES, No. 2 can
10c
2 for
1Sc
COFFEE, Kees, 2!ha for35c OATS, 24-oz. Acre
. 16c
RAISINS,.3 lbs. for .. 25c SODA, 10-Oz. Crystal,
Good SORGHUM, gal. 65c
2 for
Sc
CORN FLAKES, Kellogg's, -I MUSTARD, quart . .
10c
2 for
1
GLOVES, Canvas, 2 pr. 14c
3e!CHEESE, Longhorn, lb: 21c
STOVE PIPE, 2 for
25c
COAL HODS Japanned 25c COTTON SEED MEAL,
100 lbs. for
$1.85
SUGAR, pure cane,
10 pounds for
47c WHEAT BRAN
$1.70
LARD, 2 lbs. for
25c PIG and HOG FEED $2.45

i•••

- Cotton Notice

FOR RENT-3-room apt., unfurnished.
modern.
Mrs.
Durrett FIDDLERS CONTEST AT NEW
Will close cotton gin down
Padgett. Phone 141, West, topCONCORD SCHOOL NOV. 28
lar.
ltc
for this season on, DecemFollowing is the program for the ber 1st and will n6t receive
SPECIAL close-out price on entire fidler's contest to be held at the
stock of electric stoves.-- See our New Concord High School, Satur- cotton after above date.
other bargains. Mayfield Appli- day night, November 28:
ance Co...121 W. Broadway. Phone
1. Best fiddler playing own selec41..
D3c tions, 2 numbers: first prize, $3.00
Murray, Ky.
cash,
$1.00
each
by
George
Hart,
LOST-large, red.bone hound. 2
Cord Rushieg and Lee and Elliott
yrs. old; has ,large. bradded collar
Grocery. SecorefLprize: $1.50 cash.
on. Return 'to Wilborri
24-PHONES-25
12th. St.. and receive $5.00 re- Ile each by-liftman Thurman and Dozen uicy Texas Oranges.
Hall
„Hood.
ward. 1tp
20e or 30c.
2. Best dancer
rag time, by
LOST-1 15 hand, black mare boy: handkerchief and tee set by Measuring Cup Free with 2 pkgs.
mule. Broke loose in Murray. W T. Sledd & Co.. bottle rose hair
Kellogg's All-Bran
25e.
Had grass haulter on. If seen oil by White Way Barber Shop. Fresh Ceanberries, lb.
20c
notify. Reward. W. M. Bray, (Girl): compact by Jones Drug Co.; 25-lb. box Evaporated
Almo. Route 2.
ltp pair 49c hose by National Stores
Peaches
Corp.
WE HAVE the Harvey Parker
10c
3. Guitar and singing . (
- man): 1 4 lbs. Onions
boar for service at our home at year subscription to West Ken- 10-lb. bag Onions
15c
5 Points. Jesse Gibbs & Son.. ltc tuckian. by 0. J. Jennings;. .bill 19 lbs pare cane SUGAR
50c
fold by H. U. Bailey. Lady-com- NO lbs. Cane Sugar _ ..
24.90
FOR SALE-1936 Ford V-8 pickup
IN lbs. Ohioltiver Salt
85c
in excellent condition. Clarence pact. Dale & Stubblefield:
4. Quartet. singing 2 sacred"'54 lbs. San
R. Collins. Gulf Station, 6th at
45c
songs:
first.
$4.00. $2.00 by 0. J.
Main.
ltc
1111-ez. Glass Comb Honey ____ 25c
Jennings, $2.00 by W. R. Young and
I pt. bottle Strained Honey ___ 25c
FOR SALE-real nice buffet and Son; second prize: $2.00 by-COncerd
to-lb. can Pure Lard
96.85
dremg table. See Mrs. e;11.-Red5. Banjo player, 2 -years.suinicrip- 3-lb. carton Pure Lard ___ 21.12
den. 301 Elm St.. Murray.
1 tp
Lion to West Kentuckian by 0. J. 2-lb. box Crackers
15-c
WANTED-good dry white or Jennings; watch chain by _Joe T.
2-lb. jar Peanut Rutter ".__
25e
yellow snap corn. Market price Parker of Parker Jewelry Store,
Dozen fancy Winesap Amiss 20c
paid. Will Broach. Depot St. Tel.
8. French harp: tie by Graham &
269.
tf Jackson; pair shoe soles by Sam aallon York Cooking Apples be
lbs. nice small Turnips
FOR RENT-3-room duplex: couple Jones; harp player under 10 years.. Gallon Syrup, red 55c; white (ille
Lucky
Strike
Harp
by Holland &
preferred. North 5th St. See
1 lb, Marshmallows
15c
Hart Drug Co.,
Jas. Strader.
1tp
7. Vocal srilo (boy): Eversharp 1 lb. VanAia Wafers
15c
FOR SALE-Large, best grade. 20- pencil by Wallelee Drug.• razor and 24 lbs. good Flour
fie
oz. duck truck sheet, a bargain at shaving cream by Dale SC Seeable- 24 lbs. White Frost Flour ___ 05c
$30 See N. P. Hutson.
tfp field. Girl-pair 89c hose. Farmer 3 lbs. Raisins or Prunes
25c
& Hart Dress Shop.
Extra fancy Evaporated Peaches16c
FARM FOR SALE-55 acres, 12
8. Youngest fiddler: 50c pocket
acres timber. Good 4-room house, knife by 'C. A. McCuiston,
PAY in trade for EGOS
35c
big tobacco
barn, stables and
Admission 10 and 15 cents.
.other outbuildings. Some orchard. -Advt.
,
Cistern. Priced to sell. Located
_
2)2 miles east of Cherry on Concord Road. E. A. Grogan. Murray,

Murray Cotton Co.

Swann's Grocery

•

TOLLEY & CARSON

MARKET
Elliott & Blalock THE BEST-FOOD
OF FOOD FOR LESS
GROCERY

2 pounds BEEFSTEAK
'2 pounds SAUSAGE

35c
35c

2 pounds HAMBURGER MEAT

25c

2 pounds LIVER

25c

BEEF RIB ROAST

10c

CHUCK ROAST, 1 pound
° SWIFT'S SLICED-BACON, 1 pound

12 1-2c
30c

SALT BUTTS7-p-ound

13c

SMOKED BUTTS, pound

16c

-•

* Telephone.12

MONEY

11.69
CABBAGE, 100-pound bag
14c
ONIONS, 10-pound bag
20cORANGES, 216 Size, sweet and juicy -dozen
,
10c
GRAPEFRUIT,.-80 size, 3 for
5c
oocl Eating APPLES, pound
Sc
LETTUCE, nice firm heads
•
23c
CRANBERRIES, pound
,25c
DATES, 24-oz, pkg., pitted
48c
BOSTON BROWN BREAD,--Richelieu Brand, 2 for
20c
Richelieu Mince Pie Bars, lb.
10c
BEECHNUT BABY FOOD in GIass
ALL BRAN, 2 for 25c; measurini'cup Free.,
25c
TOILET TISSUE, 100 sheets, 6 for
r.• •
27c
MINCE MEAT, Armour's, 3 pkgs.
23c
MINCE MEAT, Richelieu prepared with brandy .
15cl
CRACKERS, 2-pourid box. la
12c
VELVEETA CHEESE, pkg.
25c
That good P1NGDINGER COFFEE, 2 lbs. for

Call uS for Your

SPECIAL-Thanksgiving Turkeys

THANKSGIVING
Order

2-1b. box CRACKERS 15c
Qt, PEANUT BUTTER 25c
1 cans TOMATOES . , 25c
3 0. K. SOAP
10c
10 lbs. PURE CANE
SUGAR
48c
27c
10 lbs. MEAL
100 lbs Ohio River SALT 90c
2 boxes OCTAGON
11c
:SOAP CHIPS for
2 Kellogg's ALL--BRAN
25c
and m•asuring cup
Nice LETTUCE;No.5
size, per head ' 5c
ORANGES, dozen ...-, 20c
Morton's,Sausage ---L' your Thanksgiving feast a suc-Let us
SEASONING, 1 lb:
23c cess. Give-us-your order for Turkeys, Ducks,-tai-Cone, &
PAY highest market prices Chickens. We will have all the trimmings.
for EGGS and HAMS '
RING US OUR EGGS SATURDAY. We will PAY-38c
in trade
TELEPHONE 375
PHONE 37
WE DELIVER

1

be on time and get the benefit of STONE SCHOOL TO GIVE 'FLAY
the entire service.
--poxuaDay NIGHT. NOV. 21
Prayer service and Bible study
Ginger." a three act
Wednesday evening at 7 o'clock.
A cordial invitation extended to comedy-drama, will be presented
all.
at Stone School Saturday night,
Good attendance and splendid in- November 21.
terest manifested last Sunday. and
all went away feeling' that 'it was
It Pays to Read the ClistlEsds-•
good to be there." Come again.

4

Livestock
EAST ST. LOUIS, Ill., Nov 18
-Hogs: 14.000, including 6,100 direct; steady to 10c higher; 180 lbs.
down mostly steady; top 180-270
lbs. 9.5044.9.65; 170-180 lbs. 9.30G
9.50; 140-180 lbs. 8.6011t9.15; 100-130
lbs. 7.00441.40; light and plain pigs
6.50 downward; sows 8.004r8.90.
Cattle: 4,000; calves 3,000; steers
in light supply and early inquiry
slow; some choice 1,098 lb. yearlings steady at 11.25; other classes
of slaughter cattle geenrally . steady; mixed yearlings 'and heifers
largely 5.254.8.00; beet cows 4.00
ti 5.00; cutters and low cutters 3.00
5.375; top sausage bulls 5.25; top
vealers 9.50; nominal range slough44iis- -steers- ‘./55,1.1..75; slaughter.
heifers 4.2544 1L00.
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Next Lord's day: Bible study,f
9:45 te _ne; regular, worship, isrW.
The services will be brief, so let's
-

Thurmond's Cash Grocery
10-lb. bag of MEAL
10-lb. bag of SUGAR
Our Royal Gem COFFEE,
ground fresh, pound
COFFEE, 100 per cent pure, 2 lbs.
CRACKERS,2-lb. box, salted . . .
4 cans TOMATOES, No. 2 cans .
3 cans CORN, No. 2 cans
3 boxes MATCHES
rpkgs. CORN FLAKES
CIGARETTES, all popular
brands (tax paid)

19c
25c
15€
25c
25c
10c
15c
15c

WE SELL FOR LESS BECAUSE WE
SELL FOR CASH
BRING US YOUR BUTTER and EGGS

THE COMPLETE FOOD MARKET ,

25c
8 Large Bars
0. K. YELLOW SOAP
Rosedale or Avondale
Ce Club. 33c
29c
2 No. 2 1-2 cans
PEACHES De2I NM:n2tei-or2
Pounds
Great Northerns or Pintos
25c
4
-BEANS
19c Standard Crushed or Sliced
.2oreaCn.
2ntle
N0
M
.o
D
29'
2 No. 2 cans

PINEAPPLE

yA!.41E BRAND

3 No. 2 cans
GREEN BEANS C. Crlitiob.2fancanys 19
PURE CANE
10 Pounds
SUGAR
2 Pounds
DRY SALT MEAT
lbs. 69c
PLAIN SELF-RISING
24 pounds ...
FLOUR BOKA BRAND, 24

Fancy PUMPKIN,
3 No.2 1-2 cans
COVE OYSTERS,'
5-oz. can

25€

Mary Lou DILL PICKLES,
29c
Half-gallon jar
Del Monte or C. Club CORN17C
2 No. 1 cans
25c
2 No. 2 cans
DATES, bulk, 2 pounds. 25c
DOG FOOD - Doggie Dinner. 3 cans 25c
Sc
Don or Bozo, can

PECAN HALVES,
Choice halves, lb. .

25`
48'
27'
73c
45c

Wesco Soda CRACKERS,
Salted orpia;
15c
2-pound box
Stuffed or Plain OLIVES,
10c
3 1-4 oz. jar
5c
JIELLO, package
TWINKLE,6 pkgs. . . 25€
Embassy SALAD
25€
DRESSING, qt. jar
Westinghouse Light Globes,
30 or 60-Watt, each..10c

or Half Side
25`
Pound
ARMOUR'S White Label BACON Whole
2 Pounds 35c
SAUSAGE Country style Pure Pork
CURED, Lb. 29c
rind, no waste
BREAKFAST BACON FANCYNoSUGAR
2 QUARTS
35c
FANCY CRANBERRIES
Pk
70's
6 for 25c
TEXAS GRAPEFRUIT
i(y POUND BAG
15c
ONIONS
12-0Z. LOAF
55c
BREAD

See our Complete Line of Fresh Fruits and Produce Bananas, Red Delicious Apples, Jonathan Apples, Grimes Golden Apples,
York Imperial Apples, Chestnuts, Cocoanuts, Cranberries, White Malaga
Emperor ,Grapes, Texas
Grapes,
Grapefruit, Potatoes, Honey Dew
Melons, Lemons Limes, Florida Oranges, Calif: Pears, Pomegranates,
Tangerines, Idaho Baking Potatoes,
McClure Red Potatoes, Sweet Pots'foes, Asparagus, Green Beans, Bunch

Beets, Broccoli, Bu
n-lc "-Carrots, Bulk
Brussel
Sprouts,
Carrots,
,New Cabbage, Rertabboge,TeTery Cabbage,
Celery, Cucumbers, COOliflower, E1111
Plant, Endive, Garlic, Leaf Lettuce,
Head Lettuce, Horseradish Roots,
Mushrooms, Green Onions, Yellow
Onions, Walla Walla Onions, Bunch
Parsley, Parsnips, Green Peas, Green
Peppers, Radishes, Rhubarb, Spinach,
Squash, Tomatoes, 1141-nips.
ANEINEXEMEHEI.
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23c
48c

Hunting Forbidden

Swarm's Grocery

MURRAY arid HAZEL

day morning at 9:30, with classes
ages. Dr.e.tiugh M. McEirath. superintendent.
Baptist
litrainifig Union meets every Sun.
'at 6:40, with very spiritual programs rendered by each Union in
its own Nom. R. W. Churchill,
director.
Mid-week meeting' every Wednesday evening - at 7:45 preceded
by the Workers' Council meeting
at 7:15, for all Sunday School
teachers, officers, workers and all
interested in a better and larger
Sunday School, though they are
not'teachers or officers or workers.
cordial welcome is extended
to all by this church to worship
here whenever - passible.
Baptismal service at the close
'evening message.
Sam P. Martin, Pastor
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B three act
be presented
iturday night,

New Series No. 474
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. . 23c
. 48c
19c
1.. 25c
15c
25c
25c
10c
15c
15c
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Tigers Lose 13-12 in Heart-Breaker;
Play Final at Paris Thanksgiving Day

•

"Kentucky's Most Progressive Weekly Newspaper"
—Murray, Kentucky,_Thursd4y Afternoon November 19, 1936

COMPLETE COVERAGE OF ALL CALLOWAY
COUNTY NEWS EVERY mom

S. HUMPHREYS
IS,BURIED FRIDAY

CIRCULATION APRIL 13-2.935, SWORN TO.
DISTRIBUTION SHOWN

World War Veterans
MRS. R. E. CLEAVER Why
Should Be Legion Members
IS BURIED AT HOME

HONOR ROLL

Made
For Maimed Tots Clinic

Arrangements

$1
.
00 a year In Cs=
drawee,
ry and Stes
igiTairi
4.
t$ iseeRes.
$1•5
°L State ed
t9 An • year to say balms
v•""other than above.

Volume CIV; No.47

MRS. E. C. RAY OF
SEDALIA IS CALLED

Ten reasons why World War
As usual, local committees in ten
veterans should be Legionnaires counties are sponsoring the free
Nearly everybody at the high down on the - 12, B. C. Allbritten
Correspondents and local adverhave been listed by one famous clinic for crippled children to be
school field Friday, afternoon had took the apple and- scampered Tim Shrader, Native of
Hazel, tisers who get their copy in by Native of County, Dies in Nash- member of the American Legion held by the Kentucky Crippled Two Daughters, Brother, Sister In
Monday:—
a nervous chill as the Murray around left end almost unscathed
Dies In Palmersville,
ville Friday following
. ,
Children
as follows:
Commission
in
t he
This County Survive Beloved
Murray Lumber Co.
Tennessee
Tigers droppea one of the toughest to go over standing up.
Long Illness
-1. Because the Legion keeps Woman's Club, Paducah, next
Woman
Murray had tied the ,score early*
Prod.
Milk
Murray
Co.
'games in their history to the
alive in the veteran that high Tuesday, November 24. Examinein the second quarter when BucParker
Joe
T.
Funeral
burial
and
services
Friends
and
homeaollolks paid the plane of :loyalty to country and tiohs will be made by Dr. Orville
Princeton Tigers by the count of
Funeral and burial services were
hanan put the climax to a pretty for Seldon_flumphreys were held
Backusburg School News
last tributes of rect Saturday ideal of citizenship upon which Miller, Louisville, orthopedic sur13-12. The game was so close that
held Tuesday of last week for
Murray drive from midfield.
Johnson-Fain Appliance Co.
from
the'
24111
church,
Creek
south
afternoon at the Murray Church he stood qvhile in the service of geon, who has conducted a number
nearly every attempt for the conThe entire team of Hallanda of Crossland. Friday of last week.
Mrs. E. C. Ray, one of the most
Locust Grove News
Tot Christ -to. Mrs: R. E. Cleaver, the colors.'
verted point after the four touchof similar clinics in this section of
scrapped, mightily and it's hardly
News
School
Salem
The deceased is survived by his
; beloved woman, who died at her
"2. Because it identifies a man the state and cases in need of prominent women of the Sedate. ,
downs could have been called_
fair to pick out those who played parents, Mr, and
Eagle
Mrs. W. D.
home in Nashville Friday follow- as one of standing in his corn.- treatmenf may be transported. to community, who died at tier home
either way
without much, of a well by name without
printing the Humphreys of Puryear; his widow,
South Pleasant Grove
ing a long illness of heart trouble. triunity and makes of him an ex- Louisville hospitals with expense
squawk.
there the preceding Satureay night
whole roster. Distinctly noticeable Mrs. Velma Robertson Humphreys;
Murray Con. Coal & Ice Co.
Mrs. Cleaver was born and rear- ample of good citizenship for his of their care borne by the state
What made it worse, it was the
of paralysis following a long_illwas the vast improvement in the three sisters, Mrs. Koska Jones of
Porter Motor Co.
ed in Calloway county near Cole's children and neighbors.
Commission. Only' cripples under ness. Ttiurial was in the Goshen
third - straight conferehce defeat
play of Van Huie at guard, who Hazel, Mrs. Willa Dumas pf Cottage
W. S. Fitts & Son
; Camp Ground and she and Mr.
"3. Because the Legion has been the age of 18 years are eligible for .cemetery. where most of Mrs.
for the Murray Tigers who had
assisted Lynn Lassiter-4n grabbing 'Grove, and Mrs. Neal Brown of
Lerman Bros.
Cleaver made their home here for the organization which caused such treatment.
started the season so brilliantly.
Ray's family are interred, following
most of the tackles. The game lit- Nashville; three brothers, Rice
Capitol Theatre
many years. . He was formerly as- every bit of legislation.le be passThe following persons are serv- the funeral services conducted in,
Howeeer, some of the best ball
tle Provine twins put up their Humphreys of Texas. Shelby of
First leaptist Church
sociated
with
Bucy
Brothers
and
for the benefit of the veteran, ing as 'chairmen of local commit- the presence of an overflowing and
they have played in more than a
usual steady game and credit Detroit and W. D. Jr. of Pueyear.
Peoples Savings Bank
was for a time the Murray dealer and the Veteran may need the tees to furnish transportation_ to
month Wjti exhibited in the second
sorrowing crowd by the Revs:*
should be given Oakley and Cie- The services were conducted by Brooks Chapel
for
the
Biscoe
automobile. They Legion again.
Paducah for all cases who have no .C. Yates and. W.
hitt: When' may -elliffee-lefferinwiir
W. Pottle
Oer and Ralph Wells at 'end who
--Dexter News
Miller,
had
Hobart
Rev.
Made
their `horee in Na"4. Because, if veterans -bill not other means of attending the clinic
to tie the score.
Besides her husband, Mrs. Ray
played his best game here in
..Taxon High School
.
Ville for the past ten years. .She uphold the strength of the Legion,..on November 24: Calloway counA big, rough, tough-looking lad
leaves two daughters In this counseverial weeks.
Tim 'Shrader died at his home "-Taxon Facets
as 60 years old.
now, while its power is at its ty—Sen. T. 0. Turnef, Murray ty, Mrs. Lola Beaman and
by the name of "Rowdy' Southern,
Mrs.
Ty's boys have but one more near Palmersville, Tenn., Nov. 1.
Besides
her
husband, Mrs. peak of 17 years of existence, and Dr. J. Al Outland, director of Willie Jones.
who looked meaner than a highfour other qaughters
game on their hard, long schedule
lingering
illness. Mr. funeral services, of .her aunt, :Mrs. Cleaver is survived by a daughter, further benefits for all veterans the Health Department. Transporjacker but seemed to be a pretty and that is at Paris Thanksgiving after a
and three sons.
Shrader was a native of Calloway John Orr, at Murray' last week.
Mrs. Goldie Freeman, a 'grand- will not be effected.
tation 'turd:Med by the Murray
nice, clean kind in his play, was
Burnett Warterfield, Murrey, was
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Terrell and, daughter, Miss Helen Freeman;
Day—the annual encounter with county, being born and reared in
one
"5.
Because,
Club.
Rotary
except
for
the
grace
nearly the whole Princeton ball Grove high. A
a brether and Mrs. Bela Galloway,
large crowd is ex- this community. Surviving are his children of Paducah were called brother, Frank Short. of near Kirk- of God, the
veteran
might
easily
club and almost defeated Murray pected to accompany the
Alm, a sister to Mrs. Ray. She
team.
widow; and four brothers, Alonzo to Hazel last week on account, of sey. and two sisters, _Mrs. Lena have been one of the disabled tosingle-handedly. Howdy plunged
It Pays to Read the tAmaIlltsda wa(66 years old.,
All Murray's stores were closed Shrader of this plate, Oscoe Shra- the death of their uncle. Sekion Robertson, Murray and Mrs.
and
those
he owes it to
Willie day,
boys
ever -for the first marker after a for the game here Friday,
'Humphreys.
honorEdmonds, near Kirksey.
who are
to uphold the
straight march down the field and ing the Tigers for their valiant der of Paducah, and Garrett and
Miss Ruby White left Saturday
of
Henry
McKenzie,
The
Tenn.,
where
services
were
conducted
by strength of the Legion in order
shot the pass for Princeton's sec- 'work for the season.
the remains were tiecen for burial for New York to visit relatives and Elder Bennie Brown and were at- that justice may continue for
ond score. He also passed to Mcfriends.
the following Monday.
tended
by
a large crowd of rela- them.
Connell for the winning extra, 'CARD OF THANKS •
Miss Lorene Wilcox spent the tives and friends, in addition
• •. Our
to all
"6. Because some day the *vet'mint after the last touchdown gratitude goes out to all
week
with
parents
end
her
near
who were
the family.
Hazel P. T. A.
eran's own orphan's or his own
made by the visitors.
neighborhood.
Grove
Locust
so kiwi to us in the loss of our
The Hazel P. T. A. met in the
Attending
the funeral from widow may need the Legion's
In the second half. Murray stop-- wife and mother. May God bless
Miss Hattie Roberts left last Nasnville were:
school auditorium Thursday afterMr. and Mrs. J. guardianship and help.
ped Rowdy and decisively outplay- you for your understanding symweek
her
in
for
home
Denver.
noon . at 3:15 with Mrs. J. R.
D. Southerland, Mrs, J. Iceller,
"7. Because he owes it to his
ed the Butler Tiger, but not quite pathy.—Edgar -Cleaver and -Mrs.
Colo.,
after
visit
week's
a
irt
few
, MilUr laresiding.
Mr. and Mrs. Erete Curd, Mrs. mother, sister or wife to lead them
enough to, win. Trailing 13-6 as Goldie Freeman.
Hazel
her
with
sister.
S.
Mrs.
T.
After the program the business
Alvie Anderson ..and, daughters, into the wholesale association of
the period opened, Martin Provine
'
session was held at which Miss Herron and family.
Elane and Jacqueline.
the American Legion Auxiliary.
soon recovered a Princeton fumble
Mrs. Jim Thompson is in Paris
James Hall, Powell county, filled Murl Jones was elected as a dele"8. Because
good
fellowship
Pallbearers
weret
-honorary.
on their 25-yard line and after the a 60-ton trench silo, using 14 acres
Tom
gate to the District meeting which this week visiting her daughter, Fain, Rob Lee,
among the comrades of the Legion,
M.
Bucy,
ball had been worked to a ftrst- of corn.
A.
Bucy.
is to be held at Low, Ky., Nov. Mrs. Boman St-John and family. wherever they meet, is an open
You are burning up money by neglect of adMrs. M. Denham was in MurrayS Active. Rudolph Thurmond. Rudy
23.
Smith. Epp Clark, Claude Ander- door to many life-long business asRefreshments were served by the one day last week on business. ' son, Rex Cannon and
equately protecting yourself,. your family,
sociations of mutual benefit to
your
Cleve
Lee.
Mr. and Mrs. Kelly Orr of ftearl
executive committee. .
veterans. -home, and your business against fire or any loss
Jones Miff Were In Naze! Thurs-9. Because the public trusts
you are liable to sustain in the every-day course of
Mrs. Ralph Edwards Entertains day shopping.
and has abiding faith in Legion
Joe
Dunn,
who
has
been
living
The Intermediate Sunday School events.
endeavors, and membership opens
class of the M. E. Church was en- about 4 miles from Hazel, has
The Parents-Teacher Association up unlimited avenues for. leadertertained with a tackey party rented the Mayer property and
of
the first district is especially ship in one's own community, the
moVed
here
to
make
his
home.
We
Tuesday evening frdh six to nine
forunate
this year in having Miss extent of which is limited only
are
have
glad
this
to
good
family
o'clock at the home of Mrs. Ralph
Alice
Sowers
of the national office by the veteran's ow nability.
locate
with
us.
Edwards on Main street.
- "III Because it is a priceless
here
for
several
days. She will
Mr. and Mrs. Mart Rogers of
Games and contests were enjoybe in the District Conference, at privilege - that marks a man not
ed throughout the evening. Ave Lynn Grove were in Hazed SunLowes, Ky., November 23, with a only for what he was, as all vetLee Wilson -received the prize for day as guests of -Mrs. Lela Wilson.
14
prominent place on the program!' erans -are marked, but for what
being the ,tackiest person present
Mrs. B. W. Whitaker, Kentucky's he is today, a man of character
after a- lot of fun.
state president, will aceompany and worth; a man wide-awake and
A delicious plete..Itinch was.eervher. She will be in Murray ebb, eager for opportunities of the right
ed to the following: -LaRue France,
November
24. for a conference kind; a man who has a voice in
Ava Lee Wilson, Thomas Lawpublic affairs, for when a man
The Girl Scouts met November with' the
faculty
of Murray State
rence. William Rex Allbritten, 10 at 4 o'clock. The Christmas
signs up with the Legion, that man
College.
Evelyn Allbritten.' Thomas Ches- cards that the girls were making
Miss Sowers is a graduate of subscribed to the Legion program,
ley Scruggs, and their teacher, are being brought to a close. After
Miami University and has a mas- which has never failed."
Mrs. Ralph !Awards.
the Christmas rush the scouts are ter's degree
from University of
going to devcte their time to the Cincinnati. She
Read the Classified Colman.
is well equipped
Mr. and Mrs. E.-As:Moore attend- passing of scout tests.
both by training and experience,
ed the M. E. conference in Fulton
Some activities we are now tak- to handle the Parent Education
last week.
ing up are community service program of the National Congress.
Mrs. Geo. Shrader and little son
and dancing. The dancing class, Readers of the Parent-Teacher
visited in Paducah recently.
whieb is meeting Saturday at 10 magazine are already familiar
Miss Armenia Williams, a stuclock, is being instructed by Cap- with he as a contributing editor.
dent of Murray State College, spent
tain Inglis.—Scribe, Emma Sue
Every unit in the district should
the week end with her aunt, Mrs.
Gibson. _
avail itself of the opportunity of
J. H. Edwards and family.
hearing Miss Sowers at the Lowes
Mrs. Myrtle Os br o n. Mrs.
Watt Kelly of Johnson county meeting.
Amanda White and son, Harold,
has specialized in _raising purebred -- Luncheon - reservations should be
mune ed over -W' Era RIO ,'T1L
White Leghorn poultry and is sell- sent to Mrs. Marie Powell, Lowes,
Sunday and spent the day with
ing eggs at a good price.
Ky.—Mrs. H. L. Rilikardeon, disrelatives. - A thousand Bell county 4-H trict publicity chairman.
-Mr.: and Mrs. W. E. Outland and
club members have been practicing
Mrs. Doshie Tyler attended the
for a county songfest.
Trying to save buying feed for
funeral services for their %gide,
Brady Hatifield of Greenup county their stock this winter, many Knott
Mr. Bill Houston, at cherry_ Sunhas 125 pullets ready for the lay- county farmers are using rag weeds
day afternoon.
ing house and 100 read 'to can. and wild grass for hay.
Mr. and Mrs. T. S. Herron were

The
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EGGS

25c
e

29
4

ed

25c
29c
25`
48`
27`
73c

. . 45c

tS,

. . 15c

s,

. . 10c
. . Sc
25c

FAMILY NEEDS
COVERED BY
ADEQUATE
INSURANCE

FLY-Overalls

_

"Insure In Sure Insurance"

Girl Scout News

THE BEST AT THE
PRICE!

R. H. Falwell & Co.

II
CH EVIR

Over Peoples Savings Bank

W.S.Fitts & Son

'Murray's Greatest Bargain
House

1937

avL-c°932A7t-e-uf

MILK

PASTEUMIED

25
35c
b. 29'
35:
25c
15c
55c
DEMAND SUNBURST PRODUCTS
Milk ... Butter ... Buttermilk . . . Cream

o, Bulk

w Cab-

RETURN MILK BOTTLES

ibbage,

When you buy a bottle of milk, you assume an obligation to see that the empty bottle Is returned to/he route
man or the grocery from which pa bought the milk.

er, Egg
..ettuce,_
Roots,
Yellow
Bunch
, Green
pinach,

Do YOU have enough insurance? _
WE WRITE BOTH FIRE AND
LIFE INSURANCE
We Will Bond You

Heavy Weight, Large Sizes,
longer wear.

25c

•bes,
10c

District P.T.A. News

Murray Milk Products Co.
—Telephone 191.=

visitors in Trezevane Tenn., Sunday.
Mr and Mrs.
well and
daughter
Viv
merville,
.Tenn., were
ests of
W. C. Osbron
:
.P.rof. apd
oq James,
Aldersoge Mrs.
Bettie James and daughter. Libbie,
attended the annual
mphis conference at Futlon Sunday.
,
Mr. and Mrs. H. I. Neely, Miss
Eva Perry. James M. Overcast. and
0. B. Turnbow Jr., 'were Vale
visitors Sunday.
•
Mrs. Olga Kelly Freeman was in
Murray last Monday afternoon to
shop.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Bray are in
Paris, Tenn., this week visiting
their children and other relatives.
Miss' Lola Paschall spent the
week end with the Kelly family.
Mrs. Bob Maddox of Murray and
Mrs. Callie Lowry of Paris, were
ekend guests of Mrs. Floyd M.
Fudge.
W. C. Wright of Washington is
here ter a few weeks': visit with his
mother,
brother,
and
Walter
Virrikht.
Mrs. Bill Hurt attended the

This advertisement is not, and is under no cireiiMstances to be
construed as, an offering of these shares for sale, or as an offer
to buy, or as a solicitation of an offer to buy, any of s. %h shares.
...._
The offering is made only by the prospectus.

HENRY IFISCIIER
PACKING COMPANY
,

14,000 Shares

,

6% Sinking Fund Cumulative
Preferred Stock
($25 par value)

47,-z.-

35,000 Shares
Common Stock
($ul par value)

While 14,000 shares of Preferred stock and 35,000
shares of Common stock are outstanding, only 1750
Units will be offered at this time.--"
:
'

Still Coughing?
No matter how many medicines
you have tried for your cough, chest
cold or bronchial irritation, you can
get relief now with Oreomulsion.
Serious trouble may be brewing and
you cannot affordtto take a chance
with anything less than Creomulslon, which goes right to the seat
of the trouble to aid nature to
soothe and heal the inflamed membranes as the germ-laden phlegm
is loosened and expelled.
Even if other remedies have
faile., don't be'discouraged, your
druggist is authorized to guarantee
Creomulsion and to refund your,
money if you are not satisfied with
results from the very first bottle.
Get Creomutsion right now. (Adv.)

-

INCORP 9P.R ATED

Unit consists of 4 shares of 6% Sinking Fund Cumulative Preferred stock par value $25.00 and 1 share
of Common stock par value $10.00.

Price per Unit $105
_
Copies of the Prospectus may be obtained from the undersigned:

THE

BANKERS
BOND c1
4
incoaroa
ATE!)

4th & Market Sts., Louisville, Ky,
Me.mrkr. II. mil
•

More Than Ten Million People
viewed the New Chevrolet in the first- 24 hours
Thousands upon thousands have already 'placed orders. .-.. Other
thousands are buying at this moment.... See and drive this
brilliant new car and you will want one, too!

JrTS

WINNING flIE OKAY OF THE U. S. A.!
car with New High-Compression Valve-in-Head Engine,
New AU-Silent, All-Steel Bodies., and New Diamond
And—more than the okay—the enthusiastic
Crown Speedline Styling ... the only low -priced car with
preference!
Perfected Hydraulic Brakes, Improved Gliding KneeThat's the word that is coming from the cities, towns
Act on Ride• and Sop..r-Safe Simskproof Steering
-r7:
sod farms of all America, where more than ten welkin
and the may low-priced ear winch Compeople viewed this new Chevrolet in the
bines Genuine Fisher No Draft Ventilation
first 24 boars ... where thousands upon
THE ONLY
and Safety Elate Glass All Amami at Do
thousands have already placed orders. .
esisswoom!
and where the demand for new 1937
COMPLETE CAR—
Take a look at side the. taloa a Me in
elsevrigets is increasing with each passing
PRICED
sad wp _sirp mantis& that yes we give
day!
poor oompiess preiston t 116 complar
The reasons are plain. This new
SO LOW
aw—complaily
Chevrolet for 1937 is the only low-priced
Sieel...4 Swag
• Kam-Aar
Moor
beerweshiswie.asaweie Mar Co.&Mai* Milk
TIMIII•111111111111

cesiensf Weeere hurraisessa Phremerrerrily paymoor or mei yew roma 4 Gard Morn Va...

PORTER -MOTOR CO.
West Main Street

Phone 97

Murray, Ky.
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THE LEDGER &

'PACE
"
TWO

to spring the latch and to land returned home for the winter.
Training School Journal
They spent the sununer in Birmfloor.
Shows Youngsters' Talents sprawling in the
ingham.-C.
is somewhat better, and
Keel
Mr.
Cesoloildation of The -llerray Ledger. The Celloway Terme; and
Thanksgiving
the
The
edition
of
We have finished our examinaTimes-Herald. October 20, 1928.
Parker is much bet- VANCLEAVE SCHOOL
tions and are starting on a new "Training School Journal", official Mrs. Harnson
WILL
IPUblisbed by The Calloway County Publishing Co., Inc;
pleurisy
ter
of
publication
of
the
Training
School
six weeks work which will conGIVE PLAY'S NOVEMBER 21
North /north Street, Murray, KentuckS,
Harvey
Mr.
Elkins,
Henry
Mr.
department
of
Murray State Col-,
clude the first semester. Sorne of
Monday evening the writer
S. Giles, all
our students are back in school lege. has been issued and re- Drennon, and 'Mr. Z.
There will be a program of plays,
foe T Lovett
Editor. Mrs. Lovett had the rare pleasure
community who monologue's, find music
after a short absence due to sick- veals a promising sign of journal- aged men of this
•
presented
of attending the testimostal dinner
sigh.
very
again
are
ill,
have
been
ness and work. Also there are two istic talent. The edition is comat Vancleave Saturday night, Noin Paducah in honor of Edwin J.
-Alf.
new students in the junior and plete with 13 pages of well-organvember 21.
Paxton, publisher of --The Paducah
1116MBER
senior high school. They are Edna ized news and feature material
This program includes the folSun-Democrat. •fi'he affair was
•
lowing enteitainrreents: "Closing
Mae Tutt and Had* Ruth Tutto and two full pages of advertiseTRAM EDITORIAL tendered Mr. Paxton. completely to
*Day at Betwville School", a one
his surprise, on the eve of his
The Faxon basketball teams Will ments.
/935 parture for Florida to spend sevact play Even by the primary
journey to Concord Friday, No-. The "Training School Journal"
eral weeks.
vernber 21, with the -expectation of embodies the policies and voices
Mrs. Hayden Walston and son grades; "The Haunted Hotel", a
winning. The teams did not play the sentiment of the 400 yOung spent Saturday - 'night with Mr. negro comedy in one act; "Whar's
No man ever deserved more
eitalUI•UANSAIT IP
last Friday but put in a week of students of this branch of Murray and Mrs. Orvis Walston in Benton. Mah Pants", a roating comedy iii.
richly the hearty and sincere tribhard practice. Both the first and State College. The"teteigetic staff
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hargis and one act; three monologue-O.
Entered at the Postoffice, Murray, Kentucky, as second class mail matter utes of his fellow-townspeople than
- progressive little publica- son Bobbie of Providence, were Yo
Sinners," "Aunt jamim
second teams will make the trip-. of this'
Edwin J. Paxton. He has labored
tion, should be commended for Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. Courtship," eleastus'-- Trouble.". Th
Subscription Rates:-In First Cengrewional District and Henry and unselfishly and unceasingly not
The teachers of Faxon wilt pretheir efforts and accomplishments. Frank Starks.
Stewart Counties, Tenn., $1.00 a year; Kentucky, $140; Elsewhere, $2.01.1. only
program wil be kept wide awake
for the welfare of Paducah
sent "Silas Smidge from Turnip
The staff is as follows:
Advertising Rates and Information about Calloway County market but
Stafford Curd and son Rus- with music between acts.
Mrs.
entire
and
section
this
of
Ridge,"
a
rural
drama
.
comedy
furnished upon application.
Editor. Billy Ross; assistant edi- sel returned home Sunday evening
There will ix a small aditilisten
Paducah honored itself by paying
in three acts, on Saturday night,
tor, Larry Doyle; proof readers, after a week's visit in Cairo.
of 10c to all. Everyone come and
when it honored
'Former
honor
Senator
its
debt
of
Reed
was
75
November
213.
The
characters
in, more than fifty years we have
Eva Carl Boggess, Elizabeth ParMr. and Mrs. Wave Pritchett are let's laugh together.
Mr. Paxton in such a hearty and years old last week-and old elude all the teachers, four .stu•
; known how to prevent and ture
ker, Billy Jewell; business mana- the parents of a baby- boy born
enough
to
know
wholesome
manner.
better.
,persons
ents.
and
outside
two
of
it, but tuberculosis is still the leadgers, Billy Joe Hide, Henry Er- Saturday. November 14. The in• ••••
school. The cast of cheracters IA
The writer has known Ed Paxing cause of death in the active
win, Joe Pat McReynolds; Locals, fant has been named Charles
Yea,
Thoroughbreds.
as
repulse
follows:that
Neuasthenia Twiggs, Lavenia
....
ton as a gentleman. as a "trossO
Jones, Lexie
• Tubertuleig is not inherited It period of hie.
Boggess, David.
..
Hilltopper
invasion
Saturday!
Ruby Roberts; Miss Simplicity Mcand as a contemporary for more
Mary Volma Buchanan; reporters,
ennead Off, -a_ tiny gem, The
The Kentucky Tuberculosis' As•••••
of
Curd
Errett
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Pheeters, Emma Keel; Oswald Geethan 15 years. If he has any faults
.aiegt As pied, from the sick to tiociation is- the only State-wide
Both parties are alike in one lick, Aden Williams; Judy, Imogene Mere Chork.ollubbie _Bogard. Joe Nashville. Tenn.. spent Saturday
we
,
havent's
able
to
been
find
Windsor; jokes, Guy MeCuiston, night with Mr. and Mrs. Langer
-41/e 'Well. through ignorance. care- organization dedicated entirely to them. Gentle, sOmpathetic, pure- particular.,.-each has a deficit.
Farris; Florence McPheeters, Dove
Harold Glen Doran; sports. Chas. Curd.
.eglienees, or usdifference.
the.fight against tuberculosis. The
• • • e• •
Anna Crass; Thaddeus McPheeters,
o•Go
generous.
hearted.
unselfish
he
is
Baucum, Lee Roy Denham; critic.
eeltolvereelosis is preveniable. No Chrtsmas Seal is its only financial a citizen of Tt
Mrs. Heneretta Jones visited in
Brother 0. A. Marrs. who leaves Holman ,Jones: Ralph Thornhill,
type that every
Emma J. Helm; art. Mrs. Mary Ed Paducah
elm need have tuberculosis. Clean- support.
for two Weeks.
community needs if it is, to grow. the Murray Methodist church after Joe 'Winchester; Enid Thornhill, Hall.
.has. good -health. habits, good
Join the crusade against tuber- prosper and exemplify the true four years unexcelled serve:* to Edith Winchester; Leola Pixley,
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Hart of
Sued and right living will help pre- culosis and help make Kentucky spirit of neighborliness. friendship be the pastor of the big, fine Audie Falwell; Ben Bruce, Wilson
Trimble, Tenn., is spending a few
•
vent tubercuo/sis.
.
a safer place in. which to live. WE and co-operation that' it must have Methodist church ftn MaylielcL Gantt; "Silas.
dive' feith hEre. Sarah Cothran.
Wats-.
•-tuberculosis is cdiabie,‘ When
. Mrs. Jude Langston, Mrs. Clyni
to be a desirable place in which leaves this city wins the affection ton; Wayne 'Kendell, Ralph Moss;
fcesod in the early stages, before
Lancaster, Mrs. Curtis Copeland.
and best wishes of every member Mets • Muriel Armitage, Juanita
Dr. John Floyd, of the State to live. '
arid light-colored shoe
serious- damage ia done, tubercuof his congregation. He has done Roberts. .
Old Spoon Grove. where there and Mrs. Paul barnell spent Friday The white
Department, and
Health
four
season is over, but not the wear
loeis can be cured.
a splendid work in Murray'was once a store, a black smithy, in Paducah.
Fifth
and
Sixth
Grade
News
• Tuberculosis can be cured at nurses will make an extensive.surMrs. Ella Edwards is visiting Mr. in those shoes.
conscientious, courteous
and a tobacco packing plant, is
Frankly, we're a little bit skairt always
The fifth
d sixth grade's are
home. , Home treatment for tuber- vey /in Calloway county of T. B. about predicting proeperty for
a gentleman in every task of
now chiefly remembered as one and Mrs. Burnett Jones in Wilders- At surprisingly low cost, you can
°Moen, under complaint.'medic& !flee nurse will begin work in the everybody during Roosevelt's sec- the community work that fell his preparing to give a Christmas pro- of the few licensed saloons in the vine. Tenn.. and Mr., and Mrs. have those comfortable summer
gram soon. Plays, singing, and
shoes dyed and reconditioned fur'
care is oftfimes ,successful, but
county. Once when I presented'-is heurrae Roe in Jackson. Tenn.
•
( county' this week. T. B. tests will ond administration. Seems to us Lot as well as in the duties of his pantomime are to be gwen.
sanatorium care is more apt to get_
Bro.
Jewel
Norman
the 'winter season. Bring them to us
filled
his
pastorate.
check
ori
a
Murray
bank
to
a
shoe
that
years
about
egz
four
when
dewing.
There
be made for
Kentucky needs more
results.
Those on the horioee roll this shop proprietork
l
inaHenderson, Ky.. regular appointment at the Church
were 16 deaths in Calloway county the country was riding higff, -wide
•
are: Sixth grade: Margaret he delightedly , ecalled that as a of Christ Sunday evening and a
than a thousand free 'beds.
The Rev, J. Mack -Jenkins, evh
•
last year from tuberculosis. Help and handsome on a "wave of prosRoberts. James McDaniel, Edward shoe drummer
There is no drug "cure" fer tuor years cover- nice--crowd was in attendance.
predicted
a succeeds him is one of the ablest
stamp • out this leading cause qf perity" somebody
McClure. Nelle Colson. and Rubye ed Calloteay county in a hack and
berculosis, Rest good food, fresh
Mr. and Mrs. Dow' Moore have
death. It can be done. Cooperate' chicken in every pot and two cars members of the Memphis conferEast Mapte Street
air and expert guidance are the
in every. garage. Atgut tWo years, -once and this church should feel Dyer; fifth grade: Rieke Clark. pair, and that he came in on the
only dependable aids in the cure
James
Owen,
Ewell
Marshall
itself
singularly
forturistmens
first
being'
train that crossed Calloway
Soybeans harvested by John Pate after that tho cars had all, gone to able
of tuberculosis. They assist nature
to obtain a minister of Brandon. Jese Taz Ragsdale, and county. In trying to •locate my
and A. J. Holland in Hancock pot and the chickens were roosting
in overcoming the disease. '
Barnett.
Mildred
Reverend
Jenkins' calibre to fill
community, I mentioned Paxon,
in the garage.
Every normal persons wants to county yielded 15 bushels an acre.
the absence of the Rev. Marrs.
Several have colds and some are and then - Spoon Grove.' Mr. Gopp
THE BEST TRADITIONS OF
-live. To sae*-Kentuehe ,from Wei
. out on account of hog killing.
was at once reminiscent. "Tye had
THE OLD KENTUCKY.
berculoso we re-ust know-the facts.
Pike county farmers built or reThe Elizabethtown News notes '
Third and Fourth Grades
many a drink of good whiskey
Brother Jenkins has served sevTuberculosis has taken from us, labedeled
many poultry
laying that Chrysler's quarterly dividend eral years
HOME
We have been making posters, there"
of his ministry in the
since 1911. 82.Z34 Kentuckians. For /souses last month.
was more under Roosevelt than the Padticah
There is' a true story cOnnected
district wed comes to the and have finished our poem books.
Murray church as no stranger by The fourth grade has been study- with this time that people here
are ever observed in the Service, Comfort
any means. He re already loved ing about poems that Robert Louis still recall. Dick and Mat, two
and convenience of the
Stevenson
young
wrote.
Each
one
bloods,
in
had
gone
on Saturand adrnired by many members of
the
fourth
grade
memorized
a
day
night
to Spoon Grove to rethis congregation. An able preacher, a sincere laborer in the fields poem... We are memorizing parts cuPerate from their week of hard
for
a
puppet show.-Pauline Cun- work. Returning. Mat grew weary
of public service there is no doubt
ire well doing and lay down. Dick
but that he will fit easily and ningham.
First and Second Grade News
went on until he came to the' rail
smoothly into the work here. We
To make the honor roll, the stu- inclosure of a negro slave, Dick's
cordially Ivelcome him. '
dents must attend school every grave, and he leaned over and fell
day during .the month and make asleep---7ja ethe plot. When Mat
A's and B's. Those making the awoke, 11V started onward toward
honor roll for the first grade are: home. As he passed Dick's grave.
Glen Roberts. Betty' Roberts Jack he called out, as was the boys'
It seems like ivery one in this
Louisville's Newest and UV-to-Date in All
Roberts, Aline Cook and Melba custom, "Come out o' there" His
neighborhood has taken a notion
Sheleell; second 'grade: Martha pal, -Dick. aroused and started out.
Appointments and Most
build a new home' or rebuild
Evelyn Morrie and Otis Elkins.- Mat did not really want the comtheir old one. Mr. Bert Russell is
Reasonable Rates
pany of a ghost. so he started rundames Brandon.
buildiqg a new house. also John
ping. Dick ran after, calling, but
/dcElrath
Lowell Painter and
TURNER MILAM, Ass't. Managtr
.;Wareen county homemakers gave Mat could and did out-run him.He
Jesse Smith are remodeling and
canned 1.374 quarts of vegetables. ran the half 'mile home .0- record
for Reservations _
adding to their old one.
1.536 quarts of fruit And 1,687 time and fell exhausted 'againstthe
Little Betty Jones, daughter ,of
batterecie door. with such force as
of meat recently.
Ur. and Mrs. Hugh Jones has been
411111•111..
very ill with diptheria.. buit .is better at this time.
Miss Vera Copeland of Nashville.
Tenn.. is visiting her parents,. Mr.
and Mrs. Jack Copeland.
Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Tidwell of
Paducah ,spent the week end with
his parents, Mr. -and .Mrs. Linn
Tidwell.
THE WORLD'S FINEST MOTOR CIL
Brother Moss of Nashville.'Penn..
filled his regular appointment at
Locust • Grove Nazarene church
Sunday. A fine meeting was refto
ported with one profession and one
YS it that no other motor oil in all the
•
• •
receiving sanctification. So .after
world
can deliver the performance of
all
our
work
is
not
ih
vain.
••••
GULFPRIDE OIL?
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Wilkins of
Lynnville spent the week end- with
Because only GULFPRIDE starts from the
Mrs. Wilkins' parents, Mr. and
finest Pennsylvania crudes ... is refined tti
Mrs. Charlie Carson.
4
.1
the same point as other fine motor oils ...
.Morgan Cunningham is to. help
and is then further refined by Gulf's cxclu.
Acree Miller in the cream station
sive Alchlor process/
at
Kirksey
during the winter
months.
This process is the most efficient ever deThe Locust Grove Missionary
veloped-the fruit of 15 years' research by
Seeiety gave a play at Mt. Carmel
/Gulf scientists-men who stand behind cvery
Methodist Missionary meeting
Gulf product.
Tuesday afternoon. It seems that
•• •
every one enjoyed it a lot.
Read the facts on this page. Then drive
•
.
Brother Lawrence, ,newly apI,e •
into any Gulf dealer's-..and replace •youi old
pointed pastor; will fill this first
summer-worn oil with GULFPRIDE now.
appointment at-Owens Chapel Baptlet church Sundae afternoon, November 22. Every one is invited.
Clyde Hanley left his home Friday to .go'to Detroit in search of
work_ '
When an electric generator can easily and cheaply be installed
Miss Geneva McElrathe has reon every refrigerator car and electrical refrigeration could be had at
turned to her home in Nashville
no cost whatever, as the generator would be turned by the car wheels
-after spending a short vaeatiort
with her resents, Mr.' and Mrs.
(just as coaches- and pullmans have electric light) WHY
(Ab•or)-MANY WORLD'S
.DO ,,RAltJohri.McEirath.
RECORDS on land, sec and in
ROADS STICp1( TO ICE—Nature's own method of Refrigeration?
the sir have been set with GULF.1iIrs. Genoa Russel). Miss Gracie
A LCIILOR-PR()CRIS
PRIDE OIL. Racing drivers, fliers,
Alexander and Mrs. Autumn Han,The an.swer is easy—Railroads can't afford -to deliver wilted,
rtitnoves all shallge and residue.
speedboat pilots swear by it. Proved
ley met at, the home of Mrs. Ruth
Proof: we took 6 of she finest
in the toughest competition, GULF.
- dried-out- vegetables to the market. So every year, a Million car loads .
Venable Wednesday afternoon to
Pennsylvania oil• we could buy „
PRIDE will ossetrear, outlast, and
or-garden-fresh vegetables Move from source to market in ICE
help the lattees daughter-in-law,
and
put them through the AlRef—rig-- .
:
ontfrertorns any oil yore ever used in
*Mrs. Robbie Venable.. quilt.
chlor process. It removed 29%
your earl
crated ears.
The. regular Missionary imeeting
waste from already highly rewas held at Gwen's Chapel chorch
fined oils! Re wieiege GULFOther methods have been tried .. .but onlY:ICE„ can give the .
PRIDE- the only oil that has
Thursday afternoon. A *seat work
constAt moisture and clean-washed air thll are required to keep goods
this head start.
was done toward Home Missions.
fFesh.
Mr and Mrs. Hewett_ Hanley of
Brewers is spending the Week
Are you Igas careful of your foods than the railroads are? Let
with' friends -earl relatives of this
Us tall you the, whole-atory-of-healthful eaesionvical refrigeration -in
neigh,borhuod.
I1-eft)-4 TIMES All'OUND EARTH. A
-1e
man drove his automobile on GULFPRUJE OIL
modern tefrigeratoer installed at. manufacturers' cost and paid for as
100.090 miles-without ever needing•repair, withJim Edd Diugtild to
you-Aisa.A.
out
ever having the head off the motor, without
P t.
Play rinal Vs. Western
ever adding ono drop of oil between drains. Expect
greet things ei
get them!
Jim Edd Diuguide tackle from
iehiterray, is teaFing Vs'final season
r-rierlhe Thoroughbreds , of Murray
State. His final efforts Will be ih
the Western gape this week-grid.
Incarp ore
-''
Jim. who Weighs over 200, has
represented Murray in a way that
M. L. WHITNELL, Manager
Murray" tans are proud of. 'He
leatadreates In June.,
TN( emir AlCNLOR-PROCESSIO /00% Pull PINNSYLVANIA 011

THE LEDGER & IMES

Th•

JUSTBy J0111
Joe

and

•

T CKY PRES
ASSOCIATION

stock sold for under Hoover.
But the election is over- and we
shouldn't be
attempting insert
creeks about it. -Our -Republican
triinds, from Governor Landon on
down, took their .deteat with good
sportsmanship.
• •
••
Politics, like life, is full of
ups and downs. Just eight years
ago they were discussing whether
the Democratic party would, be
crushed out of existence because
of its overwhelming defeat. The
-Republican party is liable to come
back just a strongly in: another'
four or eight years. Nethlng is
certain-but death and taites, and
the unexpected.
• • a_-a •
It's .easy to expiate what happenal 'to the Litineale,- Digest
straws-they got caught in the
hurricane.

Faxon School News

Dexter News

The Crusade Against
Tuberculosis

Not Everybody in
Calloway county subscribes to the Ledger
& Times but 'nearly
everybody reads 'it!

"I NIEZ,U YOU.

Faxon Facets

TRANSFORM YOUR
SUMMER SHOES for
WINTER WEAR!

1

I

DUTCH'S SHOE
SHOP

STREAMLINED
TRAINS ...

,
•

Air-Conditioned Cars ...

KENTUCKY
HOTEL

-Locust Grove News

Cheap Buffet Lunches ...

The railroads are making fvcry njd11 ,:„irpprovement
• in services to regain
theirldst
•
1%.
business

Write

4eam tire amaziq henfits o

Faster Freight Trains ...

••• •
.•

cULFPRIDE

Quicker Service on

Perishables ...
YET --

.
I

WI

Why Do Railroads
Use ICE Refrigeration

.ing

qui,FPRIDE-you'IT

Murray Coiswiers Coal & Ice Co,

•••

ULFPRIDE

For ServICE----Telephone 64
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Copy for this page should be submitted not later than
afternoon each week.
Mt. Carmel Observes
Prayer Day

Treas, Mr. and Mrs. Mahlon Treas.
Those sending gifts were: Modest
Brandon, Mrs Will Brandon. Mrs.
Pearl On, Mrs. Macon White, Mrs.
Mrs. Robert
Aletha 'Brandon,
Brandon, Mrs. Noble Brandon,
Mr. and Mrs. Owen Brandoe, Mrs.
Curt Brandon.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Brandon, Sadie
Nell Brandon. Mrs. Elmus Brandon,
Mr. and Mrs. Edd Billington and
Gerald Tnomas Billington of Dearborn, Mich., Mrs. Charlie Stone,
Mrs. Fred Redden, Mrs. Opal Waldrop.
Mrs. Robert Spencer, Mrs. Dallas
Lassiter, Mr. and Mrs. Zillian Orr,
Edith Orr, Mr. and Mrs. Charlie
Moore, Mrs. Arthur Lassiter, Mrs.
Ben Hill, Mrs. Bowden Swann,
Mrs. Yates McNeely, Mrs. 'Mary
Dalton.
Mrs. Bowden Foist, Mrs. Porter
Lassiter, Virginia Lassiter, Ralph
Redden, Mrs. Walter Hartsfteld,
Mae
Wilma
Hartafield,
Verna
Williams, Mrs. Harmon Jones, Mrs.
Aubrey Farmer, Mr. L. P. Jones.

tog our Experience with God by
Working with Him, Mrs. Hontas
Lyles; Extending our Rural Work,
On Tuesday, November 10, the
Mrs. Eunice Carson; solo, "Evening
,women of Locust Grove Holiness
Prayer", Mary Reid.
Church and
Kirksey Methodist
• ••••
Church met with the Mt. Carmel
Mr. And Mrs. Mahlon Tress
Missionary society. at Mt. Carmel,
Are Honored
and enjoyed a
very _interesting
program. .SPoesjored by Mrs. Tom
miscellaneous shower
was
A
Swift.,
given at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. J. N. Tress- Saturday afterThe program was as4lollows:
Prayer. Mrs. Tom Swft; opening noon, October 31. in honor of Mr.
song, Sweet Hour of Prayer; scrip- and Mrs. Mahlon Treas. Many
ture, Mrs. Claude Cunningham; nice gifts were received by the
prayer. Mrs. 'Sista Cunningham; honorees and refreshments Were
•
welcome. Mrs. EMily Swift; roll servd to th following:
Coldwater. Women
call—answered with quotation from
Mr. and Mr'Lon Cooper, Mr.
Entertain
Psalms, Mrs. Edna Swift; Hearing and Mrs. s011ie Brandon, Ruth
God's Voice, Mrs. Edna Swift; Irrandon, Thelma Stone,. Mrs. Con
On Wednesday, November 11,
reading, Evelyn Dunn; Instances Spencer, Mr. and Mrs. Mussel the club women of Coldwater
in _ .ew Testament where Dis- Lovier, Mrs. Herman Lassiter and community entertained the men
Siples Prayer, Mn. Vena Swift; 4,erlene, Ilys, Earnest Lassiter, Mr. who had helped them in building
The Light in She Wiiidow of and tilig.• John Charlton, Mr. and a club house, with a real delicious
Neavep, Mrs. Ro6bie Staples; silent Mrs. Curtis Treas.
plate lunch, and jovial program
prayer, with bowed heads, while
Mrs. Noel: Pate, Mrs. Carroll which the men greatly -enjoyed.
Miss Fieelyn Dunn sang 'Ike Clark, Mrs. Jasper Hart,'Alice and A deep spirtt, of cooperation exists
Whispers His Love to Me.
Nell Myers, Mr. and Mrs,. Ovis among the women of this comMeditation, Hearing God's Voice. Treas, Mrs. BOnnie St. John, Mr. munity; they all work together,'
Mary Reid; selitence prifiYer around and Mrs. Charlie Myers, Mrs. Mar- and when they set a goal, there is
channel; Iffeeping Our Experiences vin Parks and Swaim, Mrs. Mor- not a stone left unturned until
of God by being Alone with Him, gan Orr.
the have accomplished that .which
Mrs. Mavis Hurt; solo, "In tile GarMrs. Raiford Orr, Martha- Lou they set out to do. they will not
den". Mess Genes4e Cunningham; and Betty Sue Orr, Mr. and Mrs. submit to failure.
dismission by short prayer, the Grogan Roberts and Charlotte, Mrs.
The .club house project was be"-Rev. T. H. Davis.
L. P. Jones, Mrs. Leslie Dalton. gun ffve years ago. There has
Noon.
Mary Todd, Christine Cooper, Mrs. been all kinds of obstacles and
Devotional, Mrs. Ophie Watson; Lerton Hall, Mrs. Bethel Paschall. they have been handicapped in
play. sponsored by Mrs. Autumn Mrs.' R. L. Cooper, Mrs. Chesley various ways, but they have climbEzell
The east inetuded: Mrs. Cooper and Jackie.
ed slowly but courageously thilough
Autumn Eiell: Mrs. Carl Usrey,
Mrs. Pi;d
1bn Orr, Mrs. Lamar it all until now the club house
Mrs. Fray- Cunningham. Misses Farmer, M. John Outland, Mrs. stands complet as a _monument to
Geneve Cunningham
and
Ida Fannie Heath, Mr. and Mrs. Ray their untiring efforts.
•••••
Brooks Alexander; Workers with D.' Hartsfield, Herman Treas. Mr.
God Mrs Emily Swift; Deepen- and Mrs. J. N. Trees, Jessie Dee -Mrs. T. 0. Turner Given
Surprise Birthday Dinner

r

er

POWER Is ORGANIZATION
IL

ill the
ice of

Strength is individual. A man may
V...strong, physically., a bank may be
strong, financially; but power is the-4pordination of all forces. Power is orgstn.
ization.
Happily,..3tve are an institution peculiarly"Thted to play an important part in
organizing the efforts of our patrons.
IF YOU ARE PLANNING TO BUILD,
SEE US ABOUT F. H. A. LOANS

de-

by
every

ch

drive
old
V.

Those sending gifts were as follows: Mr. and Mrs. Frank Kuyken.
dell, Mr. and Mrs. Halton Jones,
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Lassiter, Mr.
and Mrs. Harold Smotherman and
son, James Mac, Mr. and Mrs. Bun
Swann. Mr. and Mrs. Almus 'Wilson, Miss Ethel Paschall, Mrs. Lillie Haneline, Mr. and Mrs. Lube
Cooper, Miss Moyce Kuykendall,
Mrs. Hollie Grooms. Miss Margie
Wilkerson, Mr. and Mrs. ,Noble
Ray.

PEOPLES SAVINGS BANK
er..;

ovi,

vela
01.1B0ii
640,t.
•
"If° eoP
111

-Experienced travelers know

that a pleasant nights rest
awaits them in St. Louts at
Hotel Melbourne. Soft comfortable beds: every luxury and
veTylne food at moderate cost
I. RYAN, Mgr.
IN

The Worpan's Missionary Society
of Mt. CIAO- has arranged the
following program to be. given at
Mt. Carmel church next Sunday
night. November 22:
Song: Jesus Is All the World hi
Me.
Song: Can the World See Jesus
in You.
Prayer, by pastor.

,CROSS TIES
WANTED

AUTO
LOANS
All Dealings Strictly
Confidential
—0—
•
Your car or truck only security neteeleary, and --same
ranssiss in your possession.

—
NO ENDORSERS
Payments Reduced
—0-N. A. "Asher" KLAPP
503 So. 6th St, Murray, Ky.
Representing

Guaranty Finance co.

SEAMS
CANS
ONLY

•

Oak Cross Ties Wanted.
Prices at Mill-35c, 45c, 60c
and 70c.

W.D.SYKES

• Big

Fiddler's- Contest
THANKSGIVING NIGHT
7:15 O'clock

LYNN GROVE HIGH SCHOOL
Come and enjoy the evening with your,
friends
a

ADMISSION 10c and 15c
1 E.

FOR 'WINTER,
READY ,FOR
AND SAVE MONEY at
•
P!,
It's the

BIGGEST
SALE

-a-ppreciated.

606 Broadway, Paducah, Sky.
—0—
J. K. Morgan, special representative will be ln town
each
TUESDAY APIFIERN0014

We Ever Brought to 11P• Your Attention
'We say "Big Sale" because it is just
that. We can't name it anything else.
ISIG in scope—BIG in opportunities—BIG
...sin the money-saving values it brings. 5.
'

FREE
Beauiiful, Useful Gifts in
Addition to Free Suit with
$5 or $10 Purchases!

EXTRA
SK INGS
'Attractive values at m. guaraiTt;;T
"
Pe
;way under regular prices.
astsrao

AND IN SPITE OFS
RISING PRICES!

ACEE GIFTS FRIDAY, SATURDAY AND MONDAY ONLY!
—
12-in. Chromium
Serving Tray

5-Piece Mixing
Bowl_Sets

'6 Lovely Water
Glasses.

14-in Crystal Cake
Plate

14-Piece Glass
Luncheon Sets

glass tumtkers in'-' A large size crystal glass
Heavy
mixing bowls of
Lip-rim
4 cups, 4 saucers, 4 plates, 1
A large, beautifully designed
plate for serving fruits, pasn glass in ftse inost Wan- s green pink or clear white.
sugar, I cream. Very handserviog tray -iii-el_r_dMium in
Highly'
polished,
shimmery
tries, and many other daingeesizes, rarigill frorns.fr-in..
silver-tone.some
sets
and in handsome design.
ties,
to li 1-2 in. dimensions -

With'$10 purchase . Free-with $10
pur(..hase
it's -yours Free r

Free with $5
purchase

Free with $10:
purchases

WINTER
NEEDS
FOR..

With $10 purchase
they're yours Free

wi

LESS! -

KNOWN FOR BETTER VALUES

—•

a,.

FinYOU

,BALANCE
;. YOUR
OWN
BUM*?

/21

lea

4L1

r.

•GRAND AVE

LINDELL

•^1.

Miller, Mrs. Clifford Smith, Mrs.
PI Lambert has 783 turkeys _
R. E. Kelly.
• Glen Sasy 250, a check-up in -4
Oy revealed. •
Nicholss s
Mt. Carmel Missionary Society
Will Give Program

r-

•

Mrs. E. P. Phillips gave a birthday dinner for her husband, Judge
E.'P. Phillips, and Mrs. T. 0_ *Tanner at the McDaniel House Friday.
evening, November 13. Mr. and
Mrs. T. 0. Turner and lk.r. Clifford Phillips, nephew of the judge,
were those present.
• •• e •
Mr, And MM. I. C. Pasehall
Honored W4th Bower

Delightful
refreshments
were
served td the guests.
The guest list included: Mr. and
Mrs. Cratic Paschall, Mrs. G. Tidwell and daughter. Bronzie Nell,
Mr and Mrs. Dick Jones, "Aunt
Rebecca" Paschall, Miss Etta Coeh-

Why Have Thanksgiving?, Laand family, Mr. and Mrs. Wash Miss Maxine White, Miss Joyce
McClure, Mr. and Mrs. Edd Bur- Fay Witherspoon, . Miss Bobbie nelle Usrey.
The Master's Blessing, lgarggrot
keen and family of Vancleave, .Cele, . Gerald Lee Cole, Narinte
- _s
Mr. and Mrs. Lawtyn Lamb of Paschall, and Charles Robert Whit- :Hughes.
-Sslo, Ralph Dunn.
Murray, Mr. and Mrs, Otis Lamb, nell.
Mrs. Ina Lamb of Murray, Miss
King Solomon's Words, by seven
girls.
Addie Rowland of Arkansas, Miss Lydaian Class Of First
Maxine Rowland, Bob Jackson.
Solo. Geneve Cunningham.
Baptist Church Meets
A three act May representing the
The Lydiaian clasS of the First influence of the home, the ehurch
Delta Department Meets
Baptist church held its regular and personal wort in bringin
The Delta Department met Tues- business and social meeting Thurs- people to Christ will be given.
day evening at the Sexton home day night at the home of Mrs. Clif- characters are: Father, Mother an
on West Main. Hosts were Miss ford Smith. She was assisted by their three children in their home:
Ruth Sexton, Miss tstelle Houston, Mrs.'\Hillard Rogers, Mrs. Came two strangers in a mission dui,
and Mrs. Myrtle Wall,
Andrus and Mrs. Pat Hackett. house. The father, Hailet*Durul,,,
Mrs. Joe Lovett, ehairmari pre- Mrs. Cleybourne Adams led the the mother, Mrs. /Sontag. Ly1M,
sided over the short business ses- devctional. Christmas Cheer work their daughters: 'Joy. Virginfa Lyles
and Betty, Lela Usrey; their son,
sion and short reports were given. was begun.
Thomas,
Milburn
Dunn;
tsfro
The club voted to support the
Refreshments were served.
;
movement for a club house.
Those present were: Mrs. Myrtle strangers, a personal worker', Butt
"The Well Kept Woman" was Wall, M.S. Hunter ,Love, Mrs. Hugh Manning; his friend, Novis AlexBetty's husband, James
the subject of the program which Farris, Mrs. Eugene Tarry Jr., Mrs. andescs
was intensely interesting and gave Mary Greenlee, Mrs. Verna Mae Usrey; their boy, Pat Irvan Usrey.
It will be of interest SO' some
members many helpful Hart, Mrs. Porter White,' Mrs. 0.
to the
s 4
to know that this plaY was writB. Irvan Jr., Mrs. Harry Stout.
points.
ten by Mrs. Hontas Lyles.:
"Physical Care" by Mrs. Wells
Mrs. Cleybourne Adams, Mrs.
'verybody invited to come and
Purdom, "Her Wardrobe" by Mrs. Carrie Andrus, Mrs. Hillard Rogship with us.
Graves Sledd, "Personality" by ers, Mrs. Pat Hackett, Miss' Ops

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Orr, Mr. and
-Mrs. Oat Paschall. Mrs. Hamlin
and son Clinard, Mrs. Gus Lampkins, Mrs. J. D. Lampkins, Mr. and
Mrs. L. W. Cdsby. Miss Lillie Mae
Lamb, Miss Clore Nance. Mrs. Anna Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Guthrie.
Mrs. F. E. Crawford were 'topics
Mrs. Anna Jones,
MIAS Belle discussed.
Enoch, Mr. and Mrs. James Hester
A first aid demonstration w
Through th yevs grows the bond Foster, Mr. and Mrs. One Key of given by the Lynn Grove tearn
of sympathy and understanding ties
tween Pamela, in "A Woman Re- Detroit, Mr. and Mrs._,Goeble Wil- that received county and state
bels," and her dear friends, Thohim son and, daughter, Martha Junes recognition. Miss Evelyn Hargrove
--who loves and waits. Katherine Mr. and Mrs. L. J. Hill, me. and' and Miss Mary Elizabeth Starks
Hepburn and Herbert Marshall,. Mrs. Reed Wilson, Mr. -and Mrs.
gave the well thought out demabove, share starring- honors in
onstratSon.
this story of a woman who refus- Noah Story.
ed to accept the ignominous posiOther
guests
wows Mrs. Sallie
tion ni society' of whin-- Ittesentie lari4reir:Stiry
Howard Farris, Miss Frances Sexof her day assigned her. Starts on
Wedding
Thanksgivings at the Capitol Theaton, Miss Jane Sexton.
tre.
A pretty party plate was served
A wedding of much interest to
•• • • •
'
friends was that of Miss Reva
ran, Mrs. Joe Pogue, Miss Ella Brewer to Harvey Story, which
Mrs. J. W. Carr will be guest
Paschall, Miss Veda Paschall. Mr. was solemnized
'
Saturday, Novem- spefiker at the November meeting
and Mrs. Toss .Paschall, "Aunt ber 14, at 'Metropolis, Ill,
of the Benton Woman's Club today
Missoarl
• Wilson, Mr. and Mrs.
The bride is the daughter of Thursday the lath. She will tell
Commodore_ Jones.
Mr. and Airs. Sam Brewer of Kirk- of the "Child Friendship Plan"
MrsiessitsMie Pogue, Mrs. Leon sey and the groom is the son of which is a state project of the
Ethical Training ' Committee of
Chambers, Mrs. Bodwen Sseann, Mrs. Asilee Story ,of Stella.
Mrs. Marvin Parks and son Swann,
Mr. and Mrs. Hal Smith were which Mrs. Carr is chairman.
Edward. Mr. and ligrs. Bert Moore, their only attendants.
Mrs. Walter Moore, Mrs. Carmon
The young couple haye a large Mrs. flatlet Stewart Honored
Rogers and daughter Mildred, Mr. circle of friends "Salo extend conA lovely shower was given by
and Mrs. gonnie Hall and daugh- gratulations .and best wishes.
the friends and neighbor% in honor
• • • • •
ter Bonnie Sue, Mr. and Mrs. Mart
of Mrs. Hallet Stewart on ThursRogers.
Otis Lamb Honored On
day afternoon, November 12.
Nth Birthday,
Mrs. Norton Foster and daughRefreshments were served.
ter Virginia Fay, Mrs. AdolphUs
Those present were Mrs. Ada
Otis Lamb was surprised on his
Lassiter and daughter Bettie Jane,
30 birthday Sunday. November 15, Richardson, Mrs. Harmon Whitnell.
Mrs. Jim Styles, Mrs. One
when a number of friends and Mrs. Drle McSwain, Mrs. Coil
Mrs. Avery Miller, Mr. and Mrs.
Paschall, Mrs. James Paschall, Mrs.
relatives gathered at his home.
Albert Key and children, Bonne!!
At the piNin hour a bountiful Jim Black,_Mrs, Lee Gingles, Mrs.
and Bobby Lynn, Ms. Virgil Renedinner was served. Thanks were Virgil Stewart, Mrs. Finney-Stewline. Mrs. Hafford Peachall iii
art.
offered by Bob Jackson.
daughter Yuvon.
Mrs. Perry Stewart. Mrs. Jim
Preaching and singing
were
Mrs. Burie Miller, Mrs. Call enjoyed during the afternoon.
Black, Mrs. _Roscoe Hayes, Mrs.
Miller and baby Virginia Sue, Mrs.
Those present were Mrs. Tula Lloyd Wilkersoh, Mrs. Galon WilEdd 'Wratson, Mrs. Luther Rogers McClure and family of Palmers- kerson, Mrs. Holland Witherspoon.
and daiiihter. Jo, 'Mrs. Edgar vine,. Tenn., Mr. and Mrs. Golden Mrs. Bates Richardson, Mrs. Wavel
Cooper,. Mrs. Earl Miller, Mrs. Wilson and family, Mr. and Mrs. Curd. Mrs. Joe Brandon, Mrs. HarHoward White, Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Gladys Wilson and family of Bell ry Cole, Mrs. Kenton White, Mrs.
Paschall, Mr. and Mrs. D. B. Byars, City. two daughters of George John Wells. Mrs. Edgar Wells.
Miss Golden Targenton, Miss Berne Miller of Bell City, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. George Cole. Miss Minnie
Love Grooms,
Marshall Adams. Miss Cordie MyDarwin McClure of -Alms
Miss Inez
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Rowland ers, Miss Elizabeth Richardson,
'
flyers, Miss Laurine

Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Paschall
were honored with a household
shower at the home of Mrs. Virgil
Haneline Saturday, October 24.
The honorees received many nice
sad useful efts. which were highly

I

ROCESS
residue.
the finest
could buy
i the Alised aSfo
Sghly reGULFthat has

Mrs. T. 0. Turner was delightfully surprised and deeply touched
by a surprise birthday dinner given
In her honor last Friday evening
in the basement store py the employees and friends of. the Turner
store.
All the preparations were kept a
complete •surprise to Mrs., Turner
until she was called to the basement late in the evening. All wete
hidden but Joe Irvan and the table
was almost obsecured by dim
lights.
Mrs. Turner's surprise
was complete when all rose up at
once and wished her :happy ,birthday".
Master Graves Dale Lamplcin,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Dewey-'.ampkin, made the --presetaiitiotera' pooch
of a beautiful painting of "„The
Lone Wolf", a . birthday -present
which steeply touched the _recipient. Wirt. Turner. hale and hearty
and belossed by all the store's employees, blew "Out every one of the
64 candles on the cake,
Included were Mr. and 'Mrs. Joe
Irvan and so
'11, Mr. and Mrs.
Dewey LAW and
children,
Mildred,
Junior.
Maxine
and
Graves Dale, Mr. and Mrs. Fred
James, Mr. and Mrs. W. V. Jeffrey, Mrs. Vicky' Martin. Miss Katie
Martin, Miss Bessie. Brandon, Mrs.
Sadie Scott. Miss Maxine Scott,
Howard Jobe, Sue Purdom and
Senator and Mrs. Turner.
•• • ••

Paschlill. Miss Annie Paschall, Miss
Margarette Styles, Master Junior
White, Master James Earl White,
Master Hue Farnk Miller, Master
Charles Pogue, Master Garvis Paschall, Leon Pogue, Master Billie
Ray Miller, Master Bubbie Rogers,
Howard Rogera -Hugh Walton Fos-

Faithful !

.1

i•
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•
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OSNIMMis

spend. the Thanksgiving holidays
in Cincinnati with her husband.
She and I amused ourselves and
other by helping gather a load
of corn Saturday—we stood in the
wagon and gathered because water
stood between some rows,
Otis *Loving who is attending
Murray State College has been
thankful for these last pretty days
for he drives home over some terrible roads and the creek is impassable at times. Maybe his teachers would be more symnethetic if
he'd bring them home with -him
some cold rainy °night.

ERNOON, NOVEMBER 19, 1936

at ole Eagle's mail box. allele-- branch on the Murray-Coldwater
I visited his Aunt Nannie Stringer
Mrs. Margaret Swann Webb has highway. Our 0) -trouble is endhere November 13. He was on his
been teaching "Arts School-at the ed'
wit* to Fair Dealing, Marshall
"Old Goshen School building" for \Heed killing around here last
county. to see his sister, Mrs. Dora
vac
noticed a
Bro. Claud
I
l.s. ,
Wilson
preached the past few
We are having fine weather and
weeks for women week If you want to see "Ole
Travis.
Sheriff Kingins and staff made a
column in the Ledger & Times
Sunday morning at this chureh. only.
Many useful ornaments have Eagle). go up in the air just place, corn gathering is the order of the
Mr. and - Mrs. T. A. Jones, Mr. fruitful trip to the territory near
The gist of the sermon was "The
since I've failed to send in my bit
been made. Interest has been before him 'Cracklin' corn meal day.
and Mrs. Toy Jones and daughters, the mouth of Bloody River Friday
Book", which is cherished throughbut I'm codling back anyway.
wonderful to contemplate!
Wheat and tobereeo-0 riti;:eg are
bread, -new soghum molasses, butJean Ann and June were afternoon afternoon, November 13,, finding
out all ages, when other books are
I'm glad the diffet.ent schools are
Miss Amy Osbron. blind girl of ter and milk. ,,No nothin' doin' nearly a thing of the past 'here.
guests of Mrs. Nannie Stringer two 125 gallon stills working withlaid aside. The following of the
sending in news items. I'm stall
Hazel was selling useful articles with me and I surely broke the
Wood cutting and hauling will
in 30 feet .01,..each other. Deputy
last Sunday.
interested in knowing what they're
teaching of "The Book" which is for benefit of
School for the Blind. record of the Robert E. Lee.
- be the next item - of, work for the
Fox estimated around 1500 gallons
doing. Was kind o' proud to see
God's holy word if followed will located
time
of
off
in
the
"Cast
me
not
men of this comenu.nity.
at Louisville. She adoact—"Eagle"
of mash was at the stills ready for
my little niece's name at the botgive souls an eternal home in the ed my
They that hate the righteous old age. forsake me not when my brewing. Six
sympathy. I have a cousin,
gallons of whisky
house of many mansions *here Miss
tom of the Concord item last week.
70:9.
faileth."
Psalm
strength
shall_. be deStroy-eff,.. Psa 1ms 34,21.
-Lucy Williams of Elmo Tree.
were _captured in the raid is well.
Thanksgiving is almost here
':Eye hath not seen nor ear heard, Tenn,
Wes Jones, son. of Mr. and Mrs.
who became blind at the
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Wyatt are the The stills were hot
and running.
aga.n and already v:e've been
neither hath it enterecOinto the age of 15
Arlie Jones,'married a Miss Stone parents of a 10 pounds boy born
And is now past 60 years
Two men were attending the illicit
tha ikful for the lovely weather
heart et man the things prepared of age.
of near Almo since My last letter. November 7. The infant has been
Saw BLAS °Aaron in the
manufacture. No arrests
by God for them that love Him."
we had all list week. Corn wagNeig-hbers
were
' Mrs. Alice
Courthouse. Hope's enchantments
Burkeen had her named Willie Herbert,
By :wary Sue Guler
made at the time because of the
cm could be heard rumbling from
Mr. .And Mrs. Tom. Erwin and never
houses
recovered
of
persons
here
die.
Quite
0
number
recently.
Four months of our scrumil has
men escaping the officers, they
La - re dawn till daric._every day. Neighbors know the most about us son Warren. Miss July Gunter, _Piggie
Wig
Henry .Burkeen, Max „Walston, have taken -shots" for bad colds having, to run
"cor"
1Landon passed.
Everything is
moving
down a steep c11
In. spite of the pessimistic pre- Know our faults and virtues too
Mrs. Ellis Paschall and baby. Gen- School): first two
and
Mrs.
Alice
letters
of
Burkeen
have
flu.
your along nicely.
re- and
to get near the stills, but offie
dictions and latk of faith the Know about our false pretenses-. ette were recent visitors with their name
cently
progressing
nicely
may be L. 0. or blind pig; P.
installed radios.
Mr. Jeffrey is
The Backusburg basketball team
know the identity of the gentl
relatives. Mr.. and -Mrs. Riley G. omit the
'Corn crops over here are bountiful And when we are, being true.
"S" in Pig which makes defeated Landon by a score of 41- • "Rejoice with them that do re- with his school and us having gaod. men and arrests will
be made for
compared to expectations. On this ftno_w our trials and tribulations
Gunter And family of Paducah.
joice sited weep with them that do attendance.
yob blind pig. Now please explain. 18.
this term of court. .
farm 82 loads have already been Know oar' victories and defeats,
Chat-Item lost a fine horse Whietling,
weep."
Romans
several
crowing
hen,
12:15.
is
still
scarce
and
girl
.and
Water
our
S
*
'llam
and
Know
Visitors
were
Nora
Coleman,
affectations,'last Week *lend Mrs. Dendie Orr
gathered and they're only half
always. turn out to Smite bad E—..Carlene Hill, Odell Bean,- Burle
Mrs. Mollie Jones quilted a quilt farmers are being focred to condone. .'P1e cribs are already feller Know our ,weakness and deceit.
lost a geed mule, Both were
We hope the road officials will Edwards, Gradys Riley, Wilburn week before last.
tinue water hauling.
than they were last year. So since
heavy lessies to the obners.
repair the, deplorable road at Fax- Bean, Luther Wyatt, and Novis
Dave _Collie of Benton, Route 5,
All real Numbers 11:5.—Old
..clost of the baby pigs froze out Yet -those neighbors seldom Mil us
Mr. and Mrs. Lucian Gupton. Mr. on for "Alf." We are
near Maple Spring, visited his sis- Glory.
delighted') Wyatt.
"
during that snowy week, perhaps 'Spite of all the things they know. and Mrs. L. Ellis, Mrs. Dun-can because of the
bridge (1,1 over
Somehow when we need befriend- Ellis, Mrs_ Shannon
The hoior
m roll for this-month ter, Mrs. Narinte Stringer here Nohate enough corn. "Cod
Ellis. Mr. and that deep mod hole in the Cook
ing
is as fol ws: First grade: Anna vember 15:
A tremendous crowd is expected
wbrics in mysterious - ways, His
Mrs. Bert llifoores--Mr, and Mrs.
Only a few people have hogs in $3,500 for Repairs to,
We had rather to them go.
. Charlie Moore, Mr. and Mrs. WalFrances
ith and Margyett D.
to attend the Calloway county
wonders to perform,.1.,
this
vicinity.
Johnnie
Ramsey is
College Home Granted Singing Convention which
Beach; second grade: Terentie ROW.
The,excitement-about our-sheriff. Style nor wealth are not consid- ter Moore attended the Methodist'
will be
and Walter B. Mason; third 'grade: fatening two. Robert Burkeen is
held in the Galloway county court
Annual Conference at Fulton last
Lucas Ellis. being shot by a-boot- fatening
three. and...lias a sow and
FRANKFORT. Ky., Nov. 12—
When
a
neighbor
Edna
sees
a
need
Dick
and
Mary
Sue
Frances
house on the fifth Sunday in this
legger-1a abating since Mr. Ellis
week. We' are glad Bro. K., G.
Garland; fourth grade: Jackie Rule, pigs; Toy Jones is fatening three. Governor Chandler today directed month.
seems to be recovering. "Wine is And the ones warteL,Ienown us Dunn was returned. as pastor of
has - a sow and eight pigs. T. A. Finance Commissioner J. Dan TalClara
longest
Nell
--Coleman,
,
and
Hattie
Large numbers of visitors from
- 3 mocker, and strong drink is
Hazel charge.
Mae Grugett; fifth grade: Kath- Jones is feeding three to butcher, bott to transfer-41400 from the all surrounding
MURRAY. KENTUCKY
raChieTennessee as well sts fatten prove the friend indeed.
Prayer meetings will be .held
ceunfles. including
Mr.
Daughterty
is
fatening
Governor's
emergency
fund
to
the
three,
ryn
Harried.
=Chatterbox
Barbara Nell Laththose in Tennessee are anticipated.
in Kentucky now. We never can
next Saturday evening- with Mr.
Mrs.
Alice
Burkeen
and
sister,
Murray
State
College
fund.
for
reAlt
persons
interested
will
ram,
•
take
and'
Kenneth Guier; seventh
Aerangellients are being made by
--have a, real Armistice Day and real
and Mrs. -Lilburn - Paschall of near
Ulm Mhestariner McClain have pair of the Murray president's
Onto',
the undersigned will _grade.: Mary Sue Guier. ‘
_
John Key, well known loeil singer.
peace- in- onr-tand-trntit-that -treatsGreen Inaitn-lenbeit'house:--wird in
two
and
Dug
Jones
has
a
few.
home,
fill menace, strong drink, is shunthe home) of Mr. and Mrs. John expose for sale. 'and sell to the
Mr. Byard of Augusta, Ga., TenTwenty-three phosphate demonned and fosight as the most daisMcPherson -cif the South Howard highest or best bidder the First
Two lime crushing outfits with a nessee Valley Authority worlrer,
The residence is the former
By Nell Sheridan and Reba Rogers School district. The Lord is bless- National Bank Building, Furniture
serous enemy to mankind.
strations have been started in Hickdaily
made
a
capacity
of
50
tons
tour
through,
produce
here last Rainey T. Wells property which
Our attendance is not up so ing the cottage prayer meetings and Fixtures on' November 21, 1936.
-Clyde Jones is getting —along
only one-fourth enought to meet week in the interest of the Gilbert- was purchased a few weeks. ago. man county and the fields seeded
to red clover and alfalfa.
nicely since his beoken jaw Was well, the last week, on account of 'and thearsands of other communi- at 1:00 o'clock P. M.. in front of the demand in
ville
Dam.
Edmonson county.
Dr. and Mrs. Richmond are reset. He narrowly escaped death the cold winter- deather.
ties who are not conventient to said building, located at the interC. C. Christie of Green county
"Behold I show you a mystery." siding in the Bryan E. Langston
section
of
Main
and
Fifth
Streets,
Fifteen tobacco barns were reFmk'•of our students hate moved churcteprayer meetings need to do
when he was thrown from a horse
home until the residence is re- modeled with ridge ventilators in
Murray. Kentucky, said house and has seeded 35 acres of land to 1 Cor. -15:51.
away.
. recently.
likewise.
alfalfa.
Bert Nelson of Camden, Tenn., modelled in the interior
Mercee county.
The fifth grade children have
People- were disappointed when
Mrs, Bertha Orr of Murray, lots being described as follows,
Bro.„ Thu-rmen 'failed to come. as been making health posters.
*hose death was mentioned in to-wit:
A part of lot num .
r forty as
We have ordered some Christmas The Ledger, & Times Iasi -week,
,expected to fill an appointment
,at Poplar-Spring iover here) Sun- play books, and hope to get started had with her late husband had shown by the plat of the town of
. day. They elected Rev. Dallas on our plays soon. •
visited sevefal times their friends, Murray. Kentucky. -which plat is
TILL 5400 P. M.
TILL 5:00 P. M. ,
Recent" visitors were -Eulalia Mr. and Mrs. Toy Phillips' of this recorded -in Deed Book "H". page
• Etillingnlitithsqd the revival here
(Except Sunday)
Calloway
County
496,
ino
the
Except Sunday)
Lawrence
and
Euve
Nell
next year. At this writing this
Parker. vicinity. On one-.Of those visits
The honor roll for the past here she attended. prayer meeting Clerk's office, Beginning at the
'church 'has no pastor since Bro.
month is as follows: Second grade: at the home_ of Mr. and Ws'. Toy southeast corner of lot number
.---Ne1son cannot serve.
My meiher and two brothers Harry Ed -Rogers. Rex Stone. Billy Brandon's and—gave a beautiful forty; thence north fortyssoven t.47)
remembered My birthday last Fri- Camp Kelley. Helen- Cooper. Line, testimony of Chri,st's salvation in feet; thence west one hundred and
sixteen and one third (116 1-3)
The Greatest Football
day by visiting me. a very pleas- ith Rogers. James Cooper. Chiikis her soul. She liaira joy -the world
You'll See EIGHT
Team that Ever Took
ant birthday remembrance indeed_ Ed -Rggers: third grade: Mary knows not which is a great con- feet: thence sputh forty-seven 147)
All-American Stars!
CrossStreet;
thence
feet
to
Main
_Mr. Ed Leivins had a very sick Stone. Emma Lee Manning; fourth solation to loved ones and friends.
the
Field
I
beginning.
Sheridan. Velma
horse last week, but it was worth grade: Louise
Mr. and Mrs. Shannon Ellis and east to the
Deed Recorded in Deed Book 35,
part of ,hi worry to find how loyal Rogers: fifth grade: Fiances Rog- daughter. Mary Miller, and Polly
ers
Lucille Sheridan: seventh Ellis were week end visitors with Page 68, Calloway County Clerk's
his neighbors could .be:
.•
Office.
Mr. and Mrs.: Guy Loyins. Mr. grade: Nelle Sheridan. James Rog- relatives and friends in Faris.
...Beginning. 47 - feet North of the
and Mrs. Ervari McCuiston and ers.
Southeast corner- cif Let No. 40.
Mrs. Foi.sie Blalock visited Mrs.
/
2 feet, thence
thence North 211
With canning nearly completed,
Ben Grubbs oformerly Miss Mable
West 116 1-3 feet, thence South
Thurmap) a,few Sundays ago. Mrs. Daviess county homemakers report
,therice East 116 1-3 feet to
21
- Grubbs teaches borne economics 12.836 quarts of fruit. 9.377 quarts
Thousan-a
-aeres of sod, turf land the beginning.
of vegetables and 4.193 quarts of
in Buchanan &igh School,
has been plowed under for next
Deed recorded in Deed Book 44.
Mrs Cornelia Kirks intends to meat.
•
year's corn _crisp. Only sensible Page 332, Calloway County Clerk's
way. Sambo. why - de you call Office,
your mule January? 'Cause he
Beginning 116 1-3 feet 11111110,"Of
was born in Septober.
the S. E. corner of lot Nti---40 as
Uncle Bob Gupton went ta Lie- shown by plat of the City of MurHIS WISEST,WITTIEST ROLE
ther Gupton's of near Boydaville ray. Ky.. which is of record in
and to. Feed King's in Mayfield deed book H. page 496-4n Calloway
There's a treat in store if
over the week end. Got caught in County Clerk's Office, thence north
a- cold snap. all o., Ir.
you've never seen it before
90 feet thence west 22 feet or to
John Mac Meloan sent me-a book the east side ef garage wall, thence
...
and a greater treat
Our Fur Department makes the •
on '"Agricultural Industrial Ken- south,90 feet, thence east 22 feet
latest style possible by iemodelif you're seeing it again
tucky" from Frankfort. Corn crop ear to the place of beginning, except
ing your varuable furs to the lavalued at $66.000.000 tobacco crop 21 1S feet off of. the north 'end of
441.000.000. .rust think of it. The same which is reserved by Grantor
test models.
• farmers will get this cast amount herein.
_
A tarring rcrrionce ofthe
for tobacco within the next few
Deed eecorded in Book 58, Page
FURS RELINED, CLEANED and
patron from IA4 ;wet
months. No wonder the farmer is 409, Calloway County Clerk's OfGLAZED at MODERATE COST
"going some" in Tinslizzies. What fice.
it Francis 14tallace.
aoove deabout ole. ugly Eagle?
Nbthin'
In connection with
•
If .4
dein'.
scribed real estate, the furniture
PHILIP HUSTON • JAMES GLEASON
Miss Verda Slaughter and ..Miss and fixturebelonging to. the First
Incorporated.
Verdeen Sledd were in Murray National Bank will be sold sepaJUNE TRAVIS • BRUCE CABOT
Saturday
afternoon.
Got left raely;. then the furinture and fix-,
ANDY DEVINE
IIKO-PADIO Picture
10th and B'way. Paducah, Ky.
through misunderstanding.
Con tures and, real estate will be sold
4b
best
bid
acthe
and
and
whole,
Naomi Mules "let them our as a
—
=
- _
-•
cepted.
This property Will be sold on a
credit of six 'months with the
privilege to the - purchaser of pay"I thought I knew all kinds
ing cash at .any time. The purof love until two unwanted
chaser will be required to deposit
With the undersigned a certified
kids came into my easy life
check covering not less than 10%
...and now I know I'd die
of the value represented by the
for those kids. I'd die to
purchase price: No bond will be
required of the purchaser but A
save them from loneliness,
failure to pay for said property
to get thorn happiness"
became we etforee
esareaele et asw lapis
w1Thin six montlits shell forfeit the
syttte
Lel
and
bad
wen
Nash
Ilene:cos
the
use
certified check to and for
pst year
is
liadeg
...9st wets estPPM
of the First National _Bank.
ter the money
pir ime cats
see
car'
Irate
yea
ISM
No deed will be exAcilted nor
tle Pak
eV entsiews.
...We want stal mere
beipty.lourflot per
possession given until said buildWes,
...We're out te wig!
red
Rats
pa
etre glen
ing. furniture and fixtures are
mafidest you'd arse
fully paid for. "Deed to the real
tot 1937yEta
.
.
tritity."
maeatartcrer
.
estate will be made by the Remoney thee Ory gist
a quit
ceiver and same wilt,
elaim deed only. Bill of Sale as
to furniture and fixtures will likewise be executed in quit - claim
-• form.
On the day of sa;e• all minor
matters and reservations will be
Without money,friends or reputation
0
given in detail for -She benefit of
she fought for thew two kid, as stirthe purchaser.
ring a fight as you will ever witness
All persons having any. interest
Iss sang as tes magic voitt stole into tlw heart of
on stage or screen or read about
4
„ ni.he subject matter,of this notice
its
enchantment!
anti imprisoned her with
a esickrt
.that a petiare hereby inforr
pactiscl
A glorious romance with glorious. musk .
tiOn will be filed in the Calloway
wide adtement, thrills and tweatis•takint climaxes!
Circuit Court and the court moved
to grant a hearing on this petition
AIM PICRIFORD on
Jess, I. - LASKY prmnt
as to legal rights of the purchaser
and the legal rights of the undersigned receiver pertaining
Matters involved in this safe- and
' the hearing on and under said
petition will be asked of the ChanC. illusfralod is Mai
e-illor of the tallhikay Circuit
Court on November 27, 1936,
All ifiterested, parties are hereby
Today, Nash is showing America how
Nash has found a way to build into
informed that this sale is Made
1••••••o,
DUDLEY DIGGES • HARRY CAREY • ISABEL JEWELL
big a kr01.- priced Car can be. les the.595
this car that thousands can afford—
subject to the approval of the
Nash LaFayette-"400". 117inches of
every stripetant advantage of the most #
Comptroller of the currency And
production
N{ifeelbase! More 'in sixteen feet
expensive cars. See the big:luxurious
'11*115
0
subject to tift -findings of the
long from bumper tot bumper! 90
121•indi wheelbase Ambassador Six
AP)UP'
AND UP*
Chancellor 'of the Calloway Cir„,aser
"0111206,4101
,111eitour,e2a....,40:40111191
horsepower gas-saving "400" motor!
:40R.V.2.16
"
.
4 2
.
.
101,VOr.06.
0
and the 12Z-inch wheelbase Eight!
cuit Court touching all legal rights
in and
.
..tinder matters pertaining
ON TN! ant Floyd
Gelsons,Yincent Lopez
to this sale.- '
°Pricesfob, factory. Special equipand his Orchestra.
Witness my hand as-tteceiveg of
ment extra. Coining Gear awelable
Ge•st stars. C.B.S.
asri all model* at extra cost. NEW
the First National Bank. Murray.
Saturday.9 P.M.(E.S.Ll
I. T. BUDGET pLe4
-Kentucky. this the 10th day of
Noessnber. 1936.
OP. PHILLIPS,
373
Murray, Ky..
Fteceiver

..-Icross the River

S. Pleasant Grove

Sheriff Finds Two
Stills in Operition

Brook's Chapel

Backusburg School
News

Big Crowd Expected
at Singing Convention

SALE OF
First National Bank
Building

,Salem School NeWs.

BALCONY..16c

CAPITOL

, BALCONY.. 16c

TODAY ONLY-(Thursday)

Stella Gossip

r

EXPERT.FUR
RESTYLING AND
REPAIRING

will
ROGERS
AMBASSADOR
BILL

OWEN CLEANERS

1

SUNDAY and MONDAY

TUE5DAY and WEDNESDAY

"THE WO 1,11)--11—MIii TONIGHT..."

'VALIANT IS THE
WORD FOR CARRIE

+4

NASH LAFAYETTE-"400"

NASH AMBASSADOR

1THE GAY liESPERADO

.755

#

•

NASH

•kiKinq

PARKER BROTHERS GARAGE ,

IDA LUPINO•LEO CARRILLO
ROUBEN MAMOULIAN

GLADYS GEORGE
ARLINE JUDGE • JOHN HOWARD

and—
VINCENT LOPEZ and ORCHESTRA, in
"Knak, Knock, Who's There"

Next Thursday and-Friday - - A THANKSGIVING TREAT!

HERBERT ;
KATHERINE
HEPBURN -:MARSHALL

"A Woman Rebels"

